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The Unchanging East.

CHAPTER I.

In the Bay of Antioch — A Wholesale Invitation to a Mar-

riage Feast— The Port of Suadiyeh— Some Amazing

Horsemanship— Make Haste to the Wedding — A Wild

Ride over an Awful Road.

THE ship weighed anchor in Beyrout Har-

bour sometime during the night, and next

morning we found her moored in the ancient

Bay of Antioch, opposite the mouth of the

Orontes River, a river as crooked as the Mean-

der, and formed, so mythologists tell us, by a

gigantic snake which was driven out of the

land, and whose tortuous course to the sea

ever afterwards was used as a bed by the Oron-

tes. On either hand there is a mountain, each

over a mile high, and on the swampy plain

between, which is termed the valley of the

ii



14 The Unchanging East.

days, and so the outlook for loading the ship

immediately was not promising. It seemed,

however, that the merchant had generously in-

vited all the passengers, and as many of the

officers as could come, to attend as much of

the wedding as remained uncelebrated. The
captain said that if we went we should probably

give so much frlat to the occasion, that he had

some hopes of getting the wheat flotilla at work

the next morning. The custom-house was a

mile from the shore, and the merchant's resi-

dence some two or three miles farther inland,

and we were astonished to learn that the mer-

chant had sent something like fourteen saddle-

horses down to the custom-house with a man
to lead each horse, and thus we were expected

to make haste to the wedding. All of us eagerly

accepted the invitation, and boats being lowered,

we were rowed across the turbulent Bay of n

Antioch, passing a troublesome bar at the

mouth of the river, and then up the sluggish

Orontes, its water the colour and thickness of

pea soup. It is about as crooked as it is pos-

sible for a river to be, with low mud banks and

unexpected shoals here and there. Every now

and then we saw a Turkish soldier, seated or
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standing by the bank, watching us with his

loaded rifle in hand. Arriving at the port, we
found a dozen or more boats, about the size and

general appearance of a Thames barge, each

with one mast at the prow, lying side by side,

their noses up the mud bank. The buildings

of the port were not impressive in the matter of

architecture. They consisted of numerous low

houses, some of mud and some of stone, and

one long two-storied structure with a gable-end

toward the river, on the upper floor of which

was the custom-house. A balcony ran the

length of the building, and an outside stairway

communicated with the balcony. Passing along

this elevated veranda, we entered the end room

overlooking the river, and here sat several offi-

cials who scrutinised our passports and teskeries

with rigid minuteness. At last the papers were

declared correct, not without some misgivings,

apparently, on the part of the stout kaimakam,

who sat with crossed legs on the couch that ran

the length of the room. The documents being

signed, we went out to look at the herd of horses

which was waiting for us. Every pattern of

saddle used in Turkey was represented there,

one being evidently English and fastened wrong
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side forward on the horse. There were no

bridles or bits, but only a rope tied round the

nose of each horse.

I do not shine as an equestrian, although I

have gone up to the Bel Alp from the Rhone

valley, an altitude of something like eight

thousand feet above the sea, attached to an

almost perpendicular horse, or at least one in-

clined forty-five degrees, and the account of

these hazardous exploits may be read in the

Alpine Journal, and other scientific publica-

tions. But I must admit I looked with dismay

on the variegated cavalry mount that was now

at my disposal. After running my eye over

the incongruous assortment, I said resolutely

that I would walk, begging them not to delay

any of the wedding festivities on my account,

but to rest assured that I would ultimately

reach there on foot. The underling smiled

and nodded as if he perfectly agreed with me,

but I saw he did not understand what I was

saying, because he immediately led forward a

horse surmounted by a saddle which I at once

recognised. It had a sort of blunt bowsprit of

wood in front of it, projecting upward a foot or

two, and at the rear was a mast and a yard-arm
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somewhat similar to the back of certain revolv-

ing office chairs. If the horse stumbled the rider

was certain to be impaled on the gate-post in

front, and I saw that this was the identical saddle

which had killed William the Conqueror at the

time his horse put its foot in some hot ashes.

I waved the animal, thus accoutred, aside, and

begged his keepers to sacrifice one of the other

passengers ; my life was too precious. After a

great struggle they put the fat man of the com-

pany in this saddle, he struggling and protesting

while he was being jammed home. The attend-

ants kept smiling and smiling, ignoring every

supplication. They had been sent there to

mount a certain number of Europeans on an

equal number of horses, and they were going to

complete their task if the heavens or the horses

fell. Seeing that we were all helpless here,

without an interpreter, the captain having gone

back to his ship and left us thus unprotected, I

started to walk to the house of joy, but was

promptly stopped by a smiling soldier, heavily

armed. What he had to do with the affair I

could not comprehend, but he was determined

that no unfair advantage should be taken of

those who had brought the horses down to the
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port, and as by this time most of the passen-

gers were mounted, and as it had become

evident that there were not enough horsemen

to go around, the attendants became more and

more eager to let no one get away from them.

They whipped up a rope-led horse to my side,

and luckily the horse carried a saddle that had

no wooden projections on it, — a saddle that

turned out to be as easy as a feather pillow,

allowing a man to fall off unmolested in any

direction that suited him. Without a word,

two of the stalwart servants of the house of

joy picked me up and flung me airily into this

saddle. There were no stirrups,— in fact, the

more I got acquainted with this saddle, the

more convinced I became that it was merely a

mattress doubled over the horse, with a rug

flung over that again, and the whole kept in

place by a broad strap that went over the com-

bination and under the animal. I steadied

myself as well as I could on this heap of

woollen goods, which seemed somewhat un-

stable, and threatened to turn round under the

horse's belly. The man, seeing this, took hold

of the end of the strap, placing his left foot

against the horse, and pulled the belt until I
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thought I should have two half horses instead

of one whole one. Fastening the belt a dozen

or so notches farther on than it had been

before, the man flung the rope over the horse's

neck, gave the animal a hearty slap on the

flank, cried in Turkish, " God bless and protect

you !
" and so I started on my perilous journey.

Up to this time I had an idea that I should

succeed in pulling through, for I thought the

man would lead the horse, holding on to the

rope. He, however, had no such intention, and

the horse started off on an even amble which

kept me jog-jog-jogging up and down on the mat-

tress, clinging to the mane, not caring to grasp

the rope, which I saw was rapidly slipping from

the horse's neck, while I shouted with all my
might, and implored the man, by whatever gods

he paid allegiance to, to come and mitigate the

ambition of my infuriated steed. The man
waved his hand and smiled, and cried in Arabic

what I took to be, " Hang on and trust in

Providence. You are doing well ; keep at it."

Alongside of me trotted a mounted soldier,

who, I thought, would fall off his horse before

I fell from mine, so heartily did he laugh.

Take my word for it, that you may believe
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anything you read in the papers about the

cruelty of the Turkish soldiery. Any human

being who could find mirth in a plight like

mine is capable of unmentionable atrocity. By

and by, becoming more accustomed to the pre-

carious seat, I succeeded in leaning forward

and acquiring the rope, but when I had it, I

did not know what to do with it. By hauling

in the slack, I succeeded in turning the horse's

head to the right, but by no ingenuity could

the rope be made to turn the head to the left.

Even when the horse's head did turn to the

right, its body kept straight on, and so I soon

saw that guidance was out of the question,

which was lucky for me, because the only time I

did guide it, we came to disaster. As I realised

that I was not going to fall off yet for a minute

or two, I became able to bestow some attention

on the soldier who was so hilarious on my ac-

count. I turned toward him, and a most ex-

traordinary spectacle he presented ; . so in my
turn, forgetting my own imminent peril, I

began to laugh at him, whereupon he laughed

all the more at me. His saddlery was even

more amazing than mine. It seemed as if

three or four feather beds had been piled to-
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gether on top of the horse, and over that a

great carpet had been thrown, bound to the

animal by two straps, one at the front and

one at the rear. This gave the horse the

appearance of being some new and hitherto

unknown species of camel with a hump on its

back out of all proportion to the animal's size.

Perched on the top of this, and cross-legged, if

you please, sat the Turkish soldier in his tattered

uniform. A fez, that had once been red, but

was now as black with dirt as the tassel that

was wafted in the wind behind him, covering

his head, or, rather, set well back to the rear

of it. The man was a stalwart fellow with a

brown, sunburnt face ; two belts of cartridges,

showing the dull blue of the lead bullets, im-

mense in size, were thrown over each shoulder

and crossed on his breast ; slung by a thick

strap, and bobbing uncomfortably against his

back as he rode, was a long, clumsy American

rifle, discarded since the Civil War. There was

of course no stirrup to the extraordinary saddle

on which the man was seated, and he needed

none. With arms folded and legs crossed, his

feet tucked away under him, he sat facing any

direction he pleased, and made a kind of artistic
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apex to the extraordinary pyramid produced

by horse, bedding, and soldier. When 1 first

caught a glimpse of him he was sitting side-

ways on the horse, the better to enjoy the

spectacle I presented to him. Later on, when

the novelty of this had worn off, he turned his

face to the horse's tail, and conversed amicably

with a comrade similarly accoutred, who was

following behind him. When I at last acquired

the courage to look over my shoulder, I saw

straggling after me a long procession of vari-

ously mounted people accompanied by the two

soldiers, who rode out of line on the left-hand

side. The horses provided being largely in

excess of the number of passengers who availed

themselves of this means of locomotion, the

attendants had mounted the spare animals,

sometimes two on one horse, sometimes three,

and in one case four, so, with the arms of the

after-rider clasped around the man in front,

they came ambling on.

Just as I began to believe that I should see

civilisation and the steamship once more, two of

the passengers, whom I had hitherto considered

reputable citizens, came tearing past me, whip-

ping up their respective steeds after the manner
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of Derby winners. The road had proceeded

eastward along the north bank of the Orontes

for some distance, then struck northeastward

across the fields. Now, as no part of those

marshy plains could be worse than the road

itself, the thoroughfare had dissipated itself all

over the place, and one had choice of something

less than a hundred routes, each one of which

was in a rather worse condition than the others.

It was no place for a horse-race, as I tried to

gasp forth spasmodically to those two reckless

persons, one of whom we on board ship called

"The Boy," and who up to this momentous

occasion had conducted himself in a sensible

manner that had endeared him to all of us. Yet

here he was on top of a frantic brute plying a

whip now on one side, now on the other, of the

galloping animal. The worst of it was that

this energetic display fired my quadruped with

sudden emulation, and it started off over the

most frightfully rough country at a gallop,

each plunge of which threw me so far above

its back that I was kept in constant uncertainty

as to which side I should ultimately fall.

" That's right," shouted this heedless youth,

encouragingly ;
" come in with us ; we counted
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Oil VOU. We bet half a crown each on who

gets to the wedding first. Your coming in will

make the pool seven and sixpence."

" You impious scamp !
" I yelled at him, the

words jerked out of me rather than shouted.

" Don't you remember that this is Sunday ?

Stop it, stop it, I implore you, if not for the

safety of your neck, at least for the welfare of

your future. I decline to ride a steeplechase

for a bet on Sunday."

"You are mistaken," he had the cheek to

say ;
" Friday is Sunday in Turkey. You've

got the week all shaken up and jumbled within

your mind through your frightful horsemanship.

Get a stick and come along, or you'll be left

behind."

Fortunately, I hadn't a stick, and the two

reckless beings forged on ahead, disappearing

into the labyrinth which is called Suadiyeh,

where, I am glad to say, they lost themselves,

and arrived last. For no man without a guide

can find his way to any particular place in such

an irregular maze as Suadiyeh.

Bad as were the roads across the fields, they

were as nothing to the streets of Suadiyeh itself.

It must not be supposed that this place was a
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town in the ordinary sense of the word. Every

house in it is surrounded by a quantity of land

varying from ten to a hundred acres, and so

the town is scattered all over the landscape.

This place is only about ten thousand years old,

therefore they have had no time to attend to

the roads yet. Vehicular traffic is impossible,

and thus the eternal fitness of things is exhib-

ited, because in this district there are no

vehicles : all transporting of goods or men is

done on the backs of horses, mules, or camels

;

consequently, the highways are very narrow,—
a great saving in expense. The roads are con-

structed as follows : on each side a deep ditch

is dug, and the earth thrown in a long ridge,

which looks like a relief map of the Alps,

between the two waterways. Sometimes this

rids;e of mud mountain is soft, and then the

horse sinks up to the knees, hurrying, that one

leg may not be so irretrievably stuck as to

be irrecoverable. Sometimes, however, the horse

does not pull the hind leg out of the earthen

vise in time, so, after a short struggle, it recog-

nises the situation, and lies down in the mud,

murmuring, " Kismet." Then the rider gets

off with some care, so that he may not be stalled
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also. He fetches a piece of timber, and, getting

a firm footing if he can, belabours the horse,

persuading it that further effort is neces-

sary. There is no Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals in that region, or for the

prevention of cruelty to human beings either.

Once when the horse and I attained a sum-

mit in this range we found ourselves confronted

by a ditch which joined the two longitudinal

watercourses, and thus we were at the edge of

a frightful precipice. This was in the most

populous part of the village,— the centre of

Regent Street, as you might call it. The horse

thought he should go down to the ditch, along

a narrow, knife-like ridge. I imagined it would

be safer if he took the valley between the two

ridges. I forgot for the moment that the horse

had been longer in that neighbourhood than I,

and that, besides this, he was incomparably

wiser. Accordingly, I pulled him around to

the valley, while he clung resolutely to the

ridge, turning his head, however, in obedience

to the rope, and thus his calculations and him-

self were upset. Disaster followed so quickly

that I am not just sure yet exactly what hap-

pened, as the horse went down in a heap and
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I was flung clean across the ditch to the peak of

the Matterhorn opposite. I picked myself up,

he picked himself up, and one at each side of

the watercourse, gazed reproachfully at each

other.

"This street is but indifferently paved," I

remarked. The horse made no reply, but

looked as if he thought the fault was mine,

which indeed it was. Two of the foot-walkers,

who had been keeping up with us, nimbly hop-

ping from one side of the ditch to the other,

now approached and began to belabour the

unfortunate horse, instead of bestowing their

efforts on me, who was immediately at fault,

or cursing the pasha who had stolen the money

collected to build a bridge. I persuaded them

to desist, and so, elevating me on the horse

again, the patient and good - natured animal

scaled the opposite height, and thus we re-

sumed our journey. In each of the ditches

rapid water flows, coming from a river in the

hills, and every farm along the road deflects a

quantity of this water by means of little side

trenches for irrigation. The country seems to

be lavishly fertile, and we were riding between

plantations of figs, of olives, of oranges, and of
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lemons, with miserable little hovels interspersed

among them, for no man dare build a decent

house, otherwise the officials will loot him. They
will loot him in any case, but he stands a better

chance of saving something if he lives meanly

and wretchedly.



CHAPTER II.

A Greek Homestead— The Second Day of the Wedding—
An Appalling Band of Music— Solemn Hilarity of the

Natives— Western Dancing Introduced amidst Applause

— A Dramatic Arrival— Vive la France — Some Matters

for England to Consider.

AT last we came to the homestead of the

Greek merchant whose guests we were to

be. He was, I imagine, the most considerable

man in the place, and his residence and its sur-

roundings proved very interesting to us. A
pair of temporary flagstaffs had been set up at

the gate, and two Turkish flags fluttered from

the ends of them. The gables of the long row

of houses ended at the side of the ditch by the

road. These formed granaries, stables, and so

forth ; abutting on them came the residence,

part of which was two stories high with a pro-

longation of one story, then at right angles to

that, dining-rooms, sleeping-rooms, kitchen, and

so forth, all on the ground floor ; the building

forming a gigantic letter L, with a broad ve-

37
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randa looking out on a stone-paved court, while

the two-stojied building had the usual upper

gallery, reached by an outside stairway. Into

the courtyard clattered the unique procession,

and instantly all was a scene of bustle, chatter,

and apparent confusion. Our host, who wel-

comed us, was a tall, fine-looking old man, with

a gray moustache and smoothly shaven chin.

He wore a costume that seemed a compromise

between European dress and Greek and Turkish

garments ; on his head was a marvellously em-

broidered skull-cap with a tassel on it, some-

thing similar in make to the usual red tarbush,

yet with a difference which indicated that his

nationality was not Turkish. Several stalwart

sons stood behind him, including the bridegroom,

and farther to the rear a multitude of relatives

and guests. The old man led us up the outside

stairway to an upper room, which had a carpet

on the floor and a cloth-covered couch extending

around the four walls, but was destitute of any

other furniture. Here most excellent coffee

and some sweets, which I did not venture upon,

were brought in, and we were introduced to the

Greek archbishop, a dignified ecclesiastic, with

headgear like a silk top hat turned upside down.
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It was a rather embarrassing conclave, for we

had no common language by which we could

communicate with each other. I, at length,

was not sorry to escape from this formal gather-

ing and mingle with the crowd down in the

courtyard. From there I wandered alone into

the grove of orange-trees, each tree laden with

fruit temptingly ripe. At the foot of the gar-

den I discovered a picturesque little water-mill,

where the torrent, deflected from the ditch by

the roadside, turned with great speed a most

primitive water-wheel. This wheel gave motion

to a large millstone which revolved on the floor

of the little building spanning the stream, and

two attendants squatting there threw handfuls

of grain into the hole at the centre of the mill-

stone, the result being a coarse brownish flour

which was piled in an ever-increasing heap on

the flags of the pavement. I wandered about

the estate, coming to the banks of the little

river from which the irrigating water was drawn
;

and this stream barring my progress, I worked

my way along its bank until I came to the road,

There was no bridge at the road, merely a ford,

for everybody of consequence going that way

would certainly be on horseback, and as foi
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pedestrians it mattered nothing if they got

their feet wet ; the foot-passenger is of no

account in Syria.

The red sun was approaching the blue line of

the Mediterranean, which we could see in the

distant horizon, and having no desire to be

caught out in the dark on such roads, and hav-

ing some knowledge of the malarious nature of

the swamp which we must traverse before we

reached the vessel, I hurried to the house of

the Greek merchant in order to urge the others

to begin the return journey, if they had not

already gone. I found, somewhat to my dismay,

that the horses had all been dismissed, and that

we were expected to stay the night at the resi-

dence of our host. There was nothing for it

but to acquiesce. I knew it would be a difficult

matter for a stranger to make his way through

the bewildering labyrinth of roads to the port,

and was not aware at the time that, even if he

could have done so, he would not be permitted

to wander around the country without a military

escort, for which he was expected to pay. I

thought yearningly of my familiar and comfort-

able room on board the steamship, for, as many

of the guests assembled were from a distance, I
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knew they would have to be accommodated

somewhere, and I could not comprehend exactly

where we were all to be packed. However,

this was an experience which the steamship

company had not promised us when we set out,

and so we all resolved to make the best of it.

As evening drew on and the lamps were lit, we

were invited to a great oblong room on the

ground floor. This apartment was uncarpeted,

and along three sides of the room was the usual

couch-seat covered with rugs. On the fourth

side, where the door opened to the courtyard,

was a long bench, and in one corner a table on

which stood various bottles and glasses. In the

corner by the table sat the venerable archbishop,

the object of great deference on the part of

every one who entered the room. Distinguished

guests were taken up and introduced to him
;

others less favoured had to content themselves

with silent devotion from afar. The room was

soon crowded, with the exception of a space

behind the table, and up to this time we had

seen no sign of any woman about the place.

The deafening tap of an approaching drum was

heard, and some of the guests, in anticipation of

the delight which this signified, kept time with
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their feet to the rhythmic beat of the nearing

drum. At the further end of the room, cross-

legged and silent, like two statues having noth-

ing to do with what they were to witness, sat

the two soldiers who had escorted us from the

port, their guns with them, and their belts of

cartridges looking like the ominous jaws of a

grinning skeleton. The measured drum-beating

increased in volume until the band came into

the courtyard, and then there was a blare of

sound, a prolonged tattoo on the drum, and a

squeaking wail like that produced by bagpipes

emptying the wind out of themselves in one

prolonged note. A cheer went up from the

assemblage and great applause greeted the

entrance of the band. This musical organisa-

tion consisted of three pieces. One little man

played a sort of flageolet. He was followed by

a taller individual who had a bag of wind under

his arm, and a long wooden instrument that

seemed capable of emitting only one vague note

of a droning bagpipey nature. The drum was

of great circumference and of very little depth,

and its operator played it with a stick that

looked like a red-Indian war-club. This was

plied with much energy by his right hand. His
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left, remaining on the left edge of the drum,

held a slight switch which punctuated the

energetic sonorous battering of the war-club,

with little chattering taps, so that the performer

got from his instrument the double effect of a

bass drum and a kettle-drum. With a resound-

ing thwack on the big drum, the members of

the band seated themselves on the bench near

the door, behind them a great, broad, low win-

dow without glass, at which aperture on the

outside were clustered numerous no-account

people, servants, and the like, who filled the

courtyard, but were not permitted to enter the

spacious oblong room in which we were seated.

However, the open door and window gave them

full benefit of the music, and so, later on, dances

were inaugurated on the stone-paved courtyard.

The band was given a glass of red wine all

around, and then the drummer mounted, stand-

ing on the bench, his head almost touching the

ceiling. He settled his formidable instrument

in front of him, the other two men contenting

themselves with standing on the floor. It was

an exceedingly go-as-you-please band, each of

the three apparently doing his best, without any

reference to the efforts of the others. The
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flageolet player worked himself up into a sort of

frenzy, rapidly moving the further end of his

instrument as if trying to write his name in

Arabic in the air. He was the spectacular

member of the troupe, and threw himself into

various postures, rapid and bewildering, his

fingers working all the apertures of the flageolet

with a speed and dexterity that I have never

seen equalled. The music was of a wild and

piercing nature. Whether it was any particular

tune or not, I never learned, but it seemed to

be composed extemporarily on the spot, the

man getting some one weird strain and playing

it over and over again, as Wagner did with a

theme in an opera. Number two worked the

wind-bag, industriously pumping away at it with

his moving elbow, and blowing with his cheeks

fit to burst, yet all his efforts simply produced

one droning note that formed a sort of acoustic

background for the brilliant musical gymnastics

of the man with the flageolet. The drummer

paid no attention to either of them, but swayed

his war-club with an energy that showed he was

resolved to earn whatever fee was going to be

paid him. The room was filled with a pande-

monium of sound.
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After the preliminary flourish of the band,

the overture, as it were, to the night's hilarity,

the dancing began. This function was a most

solemn and stately performance. Several of

the young men got up on the floor, linked

arms, and began a measure which seemed to

consist of a step forward, some hesitating steps

backward, forward again and backward, all mo-

tions very slowly taken, the group in a straight

line swaying gradually around like a military

company on parade. The band played fran-

tically, the man at the drum, elevated on the

bench, doing his heroic best with his war-club

to beat in one end of the drum, while his

switch kept up a constant clatter, like rain on

a roof, on the other disc. The dancing, like

the drumming, seemed to have no connection

whatever with the music, and although the

enthusiast on the flageolet, swinging his instru-

ment up and down and backward and forward

in the air, sometimes paused in an outburst

of strenuous ear-piercing melody to gaze up

toward the ceiling, then, with his eyes closed

and his head thrown back, increasing the speed

constantly, yet the solemn dance went on, as

it began, without acceleration. A great con-
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trast to the exuberant energy of the flageolet

player was the man with the wooden trombone

at his lips and the bag of wind under his arm.

He kept his instrument pointed steadily to the

floor, and drew now and then enormous long

breaths, while the wind-bag kept the con-

tinuous droning deep note going without a

break. Dogged determination and no flour-

ishes was his motto. When one relay of

dancers unlinked arms and dissolved, another

took its place upon the floor, the music going

on in the interval without cessation. A pic-

turesque addition to the number of dancers

was four men, all of a size, dressed exactly

alike, who seemed to be retainers of the family,

or to hold some sort of intimate relationship

with them, for they appeared to have some-

thing to do with the welcoming and placing of

the arriving guests. Each wore a long, envel-

oping garment that descended from the neck

to the heels, something like an English coun-

try labourer's smock. This robe was of Pom-

peian red, gorgeously embroidered on back and

breast, braided with yellow and other colours.

Around each waist was a looped scarlet sash

whose tassels fell from the knot at the side
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nearly to the ground. These four men put

their arms over each others' shoulders, and in

the dance that followed moved as one person.

Presently there entered a little boy of six

or seven years, the youngest scion of the house.

He walked from the door straight to where

the archbishop was sitting in his corner, bowed

his head, touched forehead and breast with the

tips of his fingers, dropped on one knee, and

raised the prelate's hand to his lips. In like

manner, with grave ceremony, he greeted each

of the guests, omitting only the obeisance of

the knee. It is not considered etiquette in

those parts for strangers to content themselves

with being mere lookers-on, as such an attitude

suggests criticism, so we were invited to join

in the dance. It was proposed that we should

give them a sample of something Western, and

having with great difficulty succeeded in sup-

pressing the band for the moment, so that we

might hear ourselves speak, we formed a mas-

culine quadrille on the floor, one of the number

substituting chin-music for the instrumental,

and calling out the figures in the interval of

his chanting. Our movements were watched

with great interest by all present, they never
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having seen anything like this before, nor had

we either, to tell the truth, for remembrances

of our younger days were extremely hazy, and

we got sadly mixed up in the figures. How-
ever, the audience took it all as part of the

game, and applauded vociferously, especially

when we got ourselves tangled up in an appar-

ently inexplicable mix. The flageolet player,

who could not be suppressed for long, began

to tootle tentatively at the melody which our

leader was rendering, and presently advanced

so far as to give a wild, mountainous arrange-

ment of the tune, and this gradually involved

the droning machine, and after awhile the

drummer, so our vocalist ceased his efforts

and confined himself to shouting " Salute your

partners," " All promenade," and sentences of

that sort. And, as we endeavoured in a meas-

ure to keep step with the constantly increasing

pace of the flageolet player, the dance soon

resolved itself into a wild, demoniac saturnalia

which it is impossible to describe. It became

a competition between the musicians and the

dancers, and the contest elicited the wildest

enthusiasm. When we dropped to our seats

exhausted, the music coming in triumphant a
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good ten lengths ahead, one of our number

(I mention no names ; it is not my place to

incriminate anybody), finding that the band,

if it once could be quieted, was susceptible

to Western influences, whistled a Scottish air

to the flageolet player, who speedily began to

give a tolerable rendition of it. The drum and

the drone would chip in, of course, and they

rather mixed the thing up, but, nevertheless,

our unnamed comrade, dressed in knicker-

bockers, gave the Highland fling, with the

tossing of the hands, " Hoch," and other ex-

clamations that accompany this exhibition of

terpsichorean art. This display figuratively,

and almost literally, brought down the house.

It was about eleven o'clock at night when

the ladies, in procession, entered the room,

headed by a tall, stately grand dame with gray

hair, who was the mother of the bridegroom.

The bride's family seemed scarcely represented

at all at the festivities, if we except the sister

of the bride, who acted as one of the brides-

maids. The bride was a very pretty girl of

eighteen or thereabouts, most marvellously

costumed with head-dress and gown which I

could not venture to describe, so elaborate
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was her toilet. With the exception of the

grand dame, none of them took part in the

dancing.

At this point our captain arrived, and was

received with great cordiality and cheers from

his passengers, who were alike devoted admirers

of his navigating skill and of his social qualities,

in spite of the fact that he was a man who never

touched strong drink or even wine. Neverthe-

less, no friendly gathering of the passengers

was ever considered complete without him, for

his genius in telling a good story and his singing

of " Marching through Georgia," " Little Annie

Rooney," and other ballads, was simply not to

be excelled. The uniform of the captain and

the doctor, who accompanied him, seemed, in

the opinion of the host, to give a semi-official

character to the proceedings which was deeply

gratifying to all there assembled. And now

came the culminating dance of the evening;

the old gentleman, our host, who looked like

Marshal Macmahon, took the floor with his wife,

and the band fairly outdid itself in clamour

and clash. I thought the last days of the

drum had assuredly come, but it stood the

bombardment like an impregnable fortress.
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The old lady and gentleman bowed to each

other with slow rigidity of deportment, and

began a sort of minuet, which was incongru-

ously leisurely when compared with the cyclone

of music which devastated the room while it

was going on. The captain, well informed in

the customs of the place, poured out a glass of

wine for the lady and a small nip of brandy for

the gentleman. Balancing one brimming goblet

in either hand, he faced the dancing pair, keep-

ing step with them, advancing and retreating,

and finally, with a low bow, after crossing and

re-crossing the hands that held the brimming

glasses, presented one to each.

And now nearing midnight the last guest

arrived, entering upon the scene with a dramatic

effect which Sir Henry Irving would have

found himself baffled to reproduce. Never off,

or even on the stage, have I seen a more pictur-

esque figure. He was a French journalist from

Antioch, four hours away. News spreads with

amazing rapidity in these parts of the Turkish

Empire, where anything like a newspaper is

sternly suppressed, and the rumour had come to

Antioch that the wedding festivities at Suadiyeh

were to be graced by the presence of strangers
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of great distinction from England. Rumour
could not say positively that the Prime Minister

was to be one of our number, but it did us the

justice to claim that our rank and consequence

was scarcely inferior to that of the high official

named. Consequently the journalist had flung

himself upon a horse and had come in the dark-

ness over the frightful road, which severs, rather

than connects, Antioch from Suadiyeh. He
was a correspondent of some Parisian paper

whose name I now forget, and well he upheld

the honour of his journal in that remote section

of the world. He was dressed in wide top-

boots of polished black leather that reached

above the knee, and into these boots the termi-

nations of his trousers were thrust ; a velvet

coat, covering, but not concealing, a most mar-

vellously embroidered waistcoat, added distinc-

tion to his figure, which, unfortunately, was

slightly under middle size. A broad turned-

down collar encircled his neck, displaying much
of it, and giving to the young literary man a

most imposing Byronic look ; but the triumph

of his striking outfit was the necktie. This

was of the finest white cambric, and projected

on each side of him to the limit of his broad
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shoulders, being at least twelve inches wide at

each end, and having somewhat the appearance

of a pair of gigantic wings, misplaced by having

slipped around from the back to the front. He
wore on his head an excessively broad-brimmed

black felt hat of the Buffalo Bill variety, from

which depended an enormous plume ; and when

this was removed, it displayed a voluminous quan-

tity of glossy black hair which had evidently

been untrimmed for ages, thus giving him the

appearance of a latter-day decadent poet of

the minor variety. Why Fate had decreed that

such a striking and interesting figure should

be wasting itself here in the wilds of Syria,

rather than receiving the homage due to it on

the boulevards of Paris, I do not know, but here

this vision stood suddenly before us, framed in

the doorway. He stood at the portal for a

moment until the dance was completed, and

the stage, as one might say, cleared for his en-

trance ; then he took two or three rapid strides

forward, big spurs jingling at the heels of his

great jack-boots, and, flourishing his hat aloft,

he brought it around with a sweep to his breast,

just under the enormous butterfly necktie. He
snapped his heels together with a military click

;
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bent his body until it formed a right angle

;

heels to hip, perpendicular ; hip to shoulder,

horizontal ; and with one imposing sweep of the

hat, whose dependent plumes lightly kissed the

floor, an all-embracing flourish of headgear that

appeared to include every one present in its

courtesy, he stood once more erect before us,

struck an attitude, hat in hand, and knuckles

on hip, like a most graceful actor who seemed

to say, " I have come ; behold me !

"

It was all done with such superb swagger,

such an instant occupying of the whole place,

that we burst out spontaneously with hearty

applause, as if Cyrano de Bergerac himself, or

Monsieur d'Artagnan, had suddenly honoured

us with his presence. Lord, what a dull, un-

interesting world this would be if it were not

for the French ! He graciously waved aside

the glass of ruby wine proffered to him, and

poured out instead a measure of brandy, the

drink for heroes, and saluting courteously bride

and bridegroom, the mother and father of the

happy man, the bridesmaids, finally including

the rest of us with a rapid glance of his eye, he

tossed it off at a gulp, as a man should if he

can. Small as was his stature, his inimitable
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air seemed to fill the entire room, and brought

to the rest of us a true realisation of our own
insignificance.

Later I had the honour of some conversation

with this gentleman, compassed under linguistic

difficulties, for his English was rather shopworn,

and my French was worse ; but, nevertheless,

I may truly say that his presence there gave

me some idea of the vast importance of, and

deep consideration that should be awarded to,

the pen. Oftentimes had that man prevented

disastrous war,— had smoothed away misunder-

standing and settled diplomatic entanglements

which had proved too much for the minds of

the greatest statesmen in Europe, — merely

through a few explanatory lines written from

Antioch and published in his paper in Paris.

I have his own assurance that such is the case,

and I see no reason whatever to doubt it. I

regret to say that his opinion of Lord Salisbury,

whom he was somewhat disappointed to find

was not of our number, proved the reverse of

flattering. And although I did what I could

to say a few words for his lordship in his

unavoidable absence, I saw that I made no

impression upon the Frenchman, who had the
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a (fairs of the world at his ringers' ends. I tried

to shift the conversation to American politics,

but he waved aside America as he had waved

aside the glass of wine. It was a country of no

importance whatever, he informed me, and so

I had to let it go at that. On the strict quiet,

and not to be mentioned elsewhere, I learned

that France would soon be the possessor of

Syria; while, if England objected, well, she

would simply get smashed. I implored the

young man to allow me to give England some

hint of its impending destruction, so that it

might walk warily, and, if possible, postpone

the day of reckoning ; for with all her faults,

Britain has some qualities which, despite the

drawbacks of the race, might be worth pre-

serving to the world. The young man refused to

admit any mitigating circumstances, but airily

gave me permission to sound a note of caution

to the doomed people, although he frankly gave

me warning that it would do no good, because

of the incomparable stupidity of the British

government. It was deplorable that Lord

Salisbury should not have been with us, be-

cause, the young man admitted, had that been

the case, he would have told him quite frankly
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how things were drifting. However, I place

these facts before the British public, and if they

choose to ignore them, that's their own lookout.

I at least have done what I could.



CHAPTER III.

No Breakfast— Visit to a Mission— Attempted Voyage to

Ruined Seleucia— Descent of the Turkish Army upon Us

—Rebellion of the Doctor— Marching through a Swamp

— In the Hands of the Military Authorities.

AN Eastern house is all bedrooms, should

circumstances demand an extension "of

sleeping accommodation. Having had all the

hilarity I could stand for one night, and feeling

sleepy, I was taken into a large room on the

ground floor, upon which had been spread half

a dozen mattresses side by side. There were

no bedsteads, the mattresses lying on the floor

ready to be rolled up again in the morning and

put away, when the room would resume its

ordinary uses. Each mattress was well pro-

vided with bedding, and there six of' us slept

till morning.

I arose shortly after daybreak, and seemed

to be the first of the guests afoot. Coming out

into the courtyard, a servitor approached me
68
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with a watering-can in his hand, and a towel

thrown over his shoulder. Here, as he poured

the water from the can into my open hands,

I refreshed myself at this animated washstand,

and rubbed myself dry with the towel he pre-

sented to me. After this a small cup of hot

coffee was given to me, and knowing that East-

ern hospitality does not include the providing of

a breakfast, and that we would have to forage

as best we could for our morning meal, I wan-

dered out into the orchard and helped myself to

a few ripe oranges from the trees. When all of

our party had arisen and washed themselves,

the horses were brought once more into the

courtyard ; the two soldiers, who never left us,

mounted to their perilous apex, and the captain

leading the procession gave the word that we
should drop around and pay a visit to the Rev.

Mr. Dodds, with whom he was well acquainted.

The house of Mr. Dodds is situated on an

elevation giving a wonderful view of Suadiyeh

and the Bay of Antioch beyond. To reach this

place we had to go down along the bed of a

stream and up its precipitous bank, ascending a

road that was even worse than the one we had

traversed the day before. I was thrown off
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my horse only twice in reaching the mission

station. Mr. Dodds is from one of the Western

States, Indiana, I think, and his mission is sup-

ported from America. He preaches on Sun-

days, and is the head of the schools during the

rest of the week, where Turks, Greeks, and

Armenians are welcomed alike. The house is

strongly built of stone, and has a wall around it

enclosing an acre or two of land, which is like

the wall of a fortress, and, should occasion re-

quire it, can stand a siege. Elevated as is -the

situation, it is still, as is all the valley, subject

to malaria, and a mission post in this region

is not one to be desired as a salubrious resi-

dence. It requires no small amount of heroism

for a civilised and educated man to exile him-

self with his wife and children in such a spot,

practically cut off from communication with his

kind. If any books or papers are to reach him

they must be smuggled in. Mr. Dodds is a

subscriber to a London newspaper, but he rarely

receives it ; in fact, next day, when we were in

prison at the port of Suadiyeh, I came across

in the custom-house a pile of newspapers that

had been intercepted, and was now put to the

use of providing spills for lighting the pipes of
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the Turkish officials, which purpose the journal

answered exceedingly well. Mr. Dodds said

his wife and two children had been there for

something like six years ; in fact the children

were born there, and all suffered more or less

from malaria.

Leaving the mission, always accompanied by

our military guard, we made our way to the

port, which was now a scene of bustling activity.

Numerous porters were carrying on their backs

sacks of wheat, which they dumped into barges to

be thus conveyed out to the steamer. The wind

was still blowing toward the west, which made

it pleasant for the loaded barges going out, and

unhappy for the galley-slaves who rowed them

home.

In giving up our teskeries and passports to

the Turkish authorities in Suadiyeh we had

sought permission to visit certain places of

interest in the neighbourhood, as our ship was

going to stay a day or two in the Bay of Anti-

och. We understood that such permission was

granted, but such seems not to have been the

case. The probability is that the Turkish au-

thorities did not understand our request any

more than we did their supposed granting of it.
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The chief place we desired to investigate was

the ancient city of Seleucia, whose ruins occupy

a portion of the coast slightly to the north of

where our steamship was anchored. No one

lives in this city now, but the remains are con-

siderable, and there is to be seen a great cutting

through the solid rock, something over two-

thirds of a mile in length, which Polybius as-

serts to have been a road that led from the city

to the sea, but which is supposed to have been

an aqueduct for carrying away the sudden over-

flow of the river, which, coming down from the

mountains, threatened the safety of the port.

The ruins are interesting from the fact that

Seleucia was the ancient port of Antioch, from

which St. Paul sailed for Cyprus (see Acts

xiii. 4, as the guides about Jerusalem would say).

But there is little use in my trying to describe

the place, for I never saw it. The Turkish

army prevented that.

There were two methods open to us to visit

Seleucia. The most roundabout way is to go

to the port of Suadiyeh in a boat from the

steamship, and take horses and a guide and a

military escort and proceed through the swamp

for about five miles to the northward, when we
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would come upon Seleucia at the foot of the

mountains. The most direct route was to take

a boat from the steamer and row directly to the

ruins, which were no farther away from the

steamship than was the port of Suadiyeh ; thus

we would have saved a horseback ride, which

none of us, after our experiences of the day

before, were hankering after. Four of us then

made a request to the captain for one of the

ship's boats, and the first question Captain

Campbell asked was, " Have you the permission

of the Turkish authorities ? " We told him

quite truly that we had, but it seems the

authorities expected us to row a mile up the

Orontes to the custom-house, and then make

our journey to Seleucia, which, as I have

pointed out, was a long and troublesome way

around, but, as after events proved, infinitely

shorter than the plan we adopted.

The storm of the day before had completely

cleared away, and it was as lovely an evening

as a man could wish to enjoy when the sailors

lowered the boat for our accommodation. Four

of us got into the boat, all passengers, and we

were accompanied by the ship's doctor. It was

by the merest chance that I went with the
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party, for in one of my numerous fallings off

from the horse the day before I had cut my
hand on some of the tin ornaments that deco-

rated the second saddle, and a bandaged hand

is of little use at an oar.

The companion of my travels to Damascus

and other parts of Syria was an invalid in a

measure, taking the voyage for his health's

sake, so we two stood at the top of the ship's

ladder, and asked each other whether we should

go or not. I shouted down to the young men

in the boat that, as my hand disabled me from

rowing, and I could not be of any assistance to

them, I thought I would stay on board the ship.

They answered that they wanted some lazy men

to steer, and asked us to come along. There-

upon the invalid and myself descended the steps

and entered the boat.

The distance proved to be longer than it

looked from the ship's deck. On the low shore

near the foot of the mountain was a square

white building with a dome on it, one of the

many tombs in which St. George is buried

;

for he also enjoys deserved rest after his en-

counter with the dragon, in a tomb here as well

as farther south, in a grave at Beyrout, and,
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unless I am misinformed, in many other places.

Anyhow, I steered for this tomb, as did the

British army for a similar sepulchre in Omdur-

man, but we did not succeed in making our

expedition quite as successfully as did the Sir-

dar's troops, all on account of not having our

Maxim guns with us. I scanned the coast

through a pair of glasses, scrutinising the rocks

which were illuminated by the broad red rays

of the setting sun, but could find no trace of

anything like a ruined city. We were perhaps

two or three hundred feet from the fine sandy

beach which lines the shore near the tomb, and,

as the sun was just touching the waters of the

Mediterranean, I said to my crew that I thought

it was too late to visit this land beyond the tomb
that evening. In this they agreed with me, and

I began to put the boat about. No sooner did

the boat veer to the west again, than there ran

up hurriedly from behind the white tomb three

Turkish soldiers, who came down to the water's

edge in a fine state of frenzy. The first to reach

the strand dropped on one knee, levelled his

rifle at us, and in the still air we heard plainly

the click of the trigger as he cocked it. The
other two runners did not make such a record
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of speed as the first, for they kept their rifles

continually to their shoulders as they came,

ready apparently to fire if we showed signs of

rowing away from them. As we had come in

peace, not in war, to Turkey, as did young

Lochinvar, none of us, I think, had any desire

to act as targets for the perfection of the marks-

manship of the Turkish army.

" It will be some time before we can row out

of range, and, while doing so, the chances are

that one or more of us will get winged, there-

fore I propose to go ashore, as they seem very

much to desire our company," I remarked to

my crew.

That was agreed to. The doctor meanwhile,

holding up his cap and pointing to the gilded

three feathers, the motto of the Prince line, told

the soldier that we were peaceable citizens, while

I stood in the stern, held up my right hand, and,

like Davy Crockett's coon, said, " Don't shoot

;

we'll come down." As the keel grated on the

beach, the soldiers, with a recklessness which

would have cost them something if we had

been real invaders, flung their rifles on the

sand, rushed into the surf, and pulled the boat

up as if fearful that even then we should at-
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tempt to escape. One or two of us had some

thoughts of securing these rifles when we sprang

ashore, but we realised that these runners were

merely the advance guard of the Turkish army,

and so it would have been useless for us to resist,

especially as we thought the whole thing was a

misunderstanding which would be cleared up

the moment we saw the officials at the cus-

tom-house. As we had neared the shore,

we saw a fire spring up high in the mountain

to our right, followed shortly by a second, a

third, and a fourth. Answering these signals,

similar fires flamed out across the valley from

the mountains to our left. I called the atten-

tion of the rowers to these illuminations, as their

backs were toward them, and "The Boy" had

remarked that they looked like the bonfires on

Jubilee Day. If we had had then an ounce of

sense amongst the lot of us, we should have

known that these were the warnings of an inva-

sion which the sentinels in the mountains had

observed, and that we were the invaders, there-

fore we should have tacked about and got back

to our comfortable ship. However, there is this

to say for us, that we were all modest, unassum-

ing persons, possessing nothing of that sense of
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importance which fortified our French friend of

the night before, and so it never occurred to u

that we were going to put the whole Turkish

army into a furore hefore we had finished with

our adventures. The question which now ani

mated the Turkish soldiery, who had not been

happy till they got us, and now did not seem to

know exactly what to do with us, was whethei

those three should attempt to march us five

through the swamp to the custom-house, or

wait where they were till reinforcements came

up. It is amazing how we managed to under-

stand each other, having no common language.

The soldiers were in a fearful state of excite-

ment, shaking their rifles in our faces and

talking all at once. We five stood around

with our hands in our pockets, and agreed that

we had got ourselves into some kind of a mess,

but I told them it only meant marching three

miles or so to the custom-house and then

everything would be put right, in which expres-

sion of opinion I was entirely wrong. Then

some one proposed that we should show the

soldiers our Turkish teskeries, which we did,

but this exhibition had no effect- upon them.

Finally they ordered us to leave the boat and
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march. The doctor said that he would not

leave the boat ; he was in charge of the ship's

property and would not budge, advising us not

to go either unless they called a cab. So say-

ing, he sat down on the prow of the stranded

craft, pulled out his pipe and lit it. The soldiers

stormed and levelled their rifles at him, but he

sat there quite imperturbable and smoked, mak-

ing no further remark. We all resolved to

stand by the doctor, but the trouble was that

darkness was coming on, and those on the

steamer had no notion of the difficulty we were

in, and we had no means of giving them warning.

Finally, as one method of settling the deadlock,

I proposed that three of us should march with the

soldiers to the custom-house and that the doc-

tor and another should row the boat around to

the same spot, accompanied by the third soldier.

I had no desire, with night coming on, to stay

longer in this malarious spot, especially as two

of our party had taken the trip for their health

and not for the purpose of catching any of the

justly celebrated fevers which were prevalent in

that district. The soldiers finding all their

threats in vain, and probably not feeling jus-

tified in going to the length of shooting us
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now that we had given ourselves up, finally

agreed to the proposition. The boat was

shoved off, the doctor and the most stalwart

rower of the expedition got into it, while a

Turkish soldier took my place in the stern,

his rifle held under his arm covering our two

comrades.

Seeing them fairly started on the Mediter-

ranean, I asked the remaining soldiers to be

good enough to lead the way to the custom-

house, and with that we started off. The

level plain which we had to cross was in places

marshy and cut up with ditches and lakes filled

with stagnant water. The reeds and other vege-

tation which grew luxuriantly in the swamp

were in some places as high as our heads, and

so we trusted to the soldiers to guide us to the

port. Darkness, however, had now set in, we

saw the liner's light glimmering out on the bay,

and finally heard the shriek of her siren, calling

us to return, for she was to sail as soon as we

got back. I tried to get one of the soldiers to

shoot off his gun, hoping that perhaps its report

might give those on the steamship some idea of

our predicament. The soldier, however, could

not, or would not, understand, and seemed to
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think that I was trying to wheedle his rifle from

him. He held a most serious view of our case,

taking his stand apart with cocked rifle and

warning us not to come near. I think it was

" The Boy " who touched the gun off. Any-

how, it went with a sharp click, and sent its

bullet in the air, but the sound it made seemed

too much like the crack of a whip to be able to

carry far even in the still, starlight night. It

turned out afterward that some one on board

the ship heard the shot, but did not connect us

with it in any way. We came to a lake and had

to make a long detour. Finally we discovered

that these soldiers, coming down from the moun-

tains, did not know their way at all, and I saw

they were not taking the right direction for the

custom-house. Accordingly I took charge of

the party myself, having had some experience

in my youth with the red Indians in finding

lost trails, and without wishing to boast of my
proficiency at all, I may say that I brought the

party safely to the custom-house, the soldiers

with great docility following my lead. On our

way to the port we met a dozen more of the

troops out in search of us, and an animated

conversation ensued between them and our
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raptors, the latter seemingly recounting our

desperate resistance.

Arriving at last at the custom-house on the

banks of the Orontes, we climbed the one stair

that led to the outside balcony, and so entered

the room overlooking the river. Here we found,

smoking a cigarette, our old friend, the quaran-

tine officer. He was a most charming man
from Constantinople, to whom we had all taken

a liking during our previous visit, and we confi-

dently produced our papers for his reinspection,

but he shook his head, and gently waved them

aside. He spoke French fluently, and so we
had little difficulty in making known our plight

to him. He asked us to be seated, offered us

cigarettes all around, and said that he was sure

everything would be all right whenever the

authorities came to know of the innocence of

our expedition. Unfortunately, he had not the

power himself to release us, as we had been

arrested by the military authorities.
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CHAPTER IV.

Under Arrest— Arrival of the Commandant—A Mohamme-
dan Prayer— Protest of the Captain-— Black John, the

Interpreter— The Great Luck of the Doctor— The Turk-

ish Soldier Not Fitted for the Navy— The Truculent

Kaimakam.

WE seated ourselves on a bench, and

warmed our cold hands over the bra-

zier that stood on the floor near the quarantine

officer's desk. This dignitary explained that

he expected the military commandant every

moment, and that, when that officer arrived,

he would explain the case to him. Meanwhile,

the two soldiers who had accompanied us

stood, one on each side of the doorway, with

hands crossed over the muzzles of their guns.

About an hour later the military commandant

came in. I glanced at my companions in dis-

may, and saw by the expression on their faces

that the hope of a speedy acquittal had fled

with the advent of the newcomer.

9 1
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The commandant was the most forbidding-

looking man I have ever seen. lie had a bullet-

head, with closely cropped gray hair; a hard

and cruel face and determined mouth and chin
;

a low receding brow that gave evidence of about

as much intellectual equipment as we might

expect to find in the head of a baboon. His

small, ferret-like eyes never turned our way. If

I were a painter who wished to draw a picture

of the instigator of an Armenian massacre, I

should like this military officer to stand as the

model. He sat down on the bench beside

the quarantine officer and drew out his book.

The quarantine officer began to tell him about

our case, but the military man waved his hand

for silence. A servant came in, took off his

boots and substituted slippers ; then, departing,

he reappeared bearing a great water-pipe, with

a coil of rubber tubing wrapped around it.

Unwinding this, the officer inserted a mouth-

piece, while the servant fetched a coal from the

brazier and placed it on the tobacco. And

there we all sat in silence while this man grimly

smoked. When the tobacco had been burnt

out, a cup of coffee was brought in, which he

sipped leisurely. The servant in the interim
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had taken the pipe away, bringing it back

refilled with tobacco, upon which he placed

another live coal from the brazier, and, the

coffee being finished, the officer went on smok-

ing as before. I should be accused of exagger-

ation, if I estimated the number of pipes that

man smoked during the time we were in his

clutches. He simply puffed away incessantly,

except when he was drinking coffee or praying.

All this time, no questions were asked us, and

no notice whatever was taken of our presence.

At last, after half a dozen pipes, the military

man made a quiet remark to the quarantine

officer. The latter got out pen and paper. No
Turk that I ever saw writes upon a desk, but

upon a loose sheet of paper held in the hand.

A long despatch was dictated and set down in

Arabic. Then a soldier was called, the paper

sealed with a seal that dangled at the military

man's belt, and the important document sent

off by a mounted messenger. The military

officer now took out from the sash that swathed

the middle of his body, a string of beads, and

began nervously to separate them in threes and

twos, twos and threes, smoking all the while.

The quarantine officer seemed dejected, but,
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seizing an occasion when the other was not

looking, he surreptitiously passed a cigarette to

each of us. He smoked them constantly him-

self, and doubtless regarded them as mitigators

for all human ills.

The roaring of the steamship whistle had

now ceased. Heretofore every five minutes

or so, we heard the shrill scream, and con-

stantly rising inflections of the siren, or the

low, hoarse bellow of the ordinary steam-whis-

tle, which echoed back and forth from the

mountains like the rumble of distant thunder.

As the commandant was evidently not going to

volunteer any information, I made so bold as

to ask the quarantine officer what the state

of the game was now. He shrugged his shoul-

ders, and said the matter was entirely out of

his hands ; a despatch had been sent to the

kaimakam, and when that gentleman gave his

decision, we should know whether we were to

be free or not.

" Is the kaimakam a military authority ? " I

inquired. "No," replied the quarantine offi-

cer ;
" he is the head of the civil administration

of the district."

That, at least, was pleasant. We seemed to
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be out of the hands of this bullet-headed mili-

tary man, who sat smoking and counting his

beads. I asked the quarantine officer how long

it might be before he heard from the kaima-

kam. He answered that it would be two hours

before the messenger could return. Herewith,

he offered me another cigarette, and said, in a

tone of mild expostulation :

" I am very sorry for you, but I wish you

would not ask me any more questions. I have

really nothing to do with the affair."

After a long silence, the servant of the mili-

tary commandant came in with a prayer-rug,

which he spread on the floor of the room, taking

some care that it pointed toward Mecca, then

salaaming to the commandant, he again retired.

The military man got up in silence, took off

his slippers, bathed his feet, removed his coat,

gave some finishing touches to the rug, which

was, apparently, not quite accurately placed,

then, facing Mecca, he began to pray. A
Mohammedan prayer is long, and requires

many evolutions. The hands go up above the

head, and are spread out to receive the bless-

ing of Allah ; then they are rubbed down the

head and sides, so that the blessing may per-
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meate the body. The knees are stroked up

and down, to signify humility ; the man kneels,

mutters a number of prayers in that posture,

bows, knocks his forehead against the prayer-

rug, kneels, stands up, kneels again, knocks hi.s

forehead, and so on, while all the time he

is muttering the lines written for him by

Mahomet.

While this was going on, the captain of our

ship entered, to our great delight, followed by

his interpreter John, a black rascal with only

one eye, but with a thousand tongues, for he

spoke a smattering of every language that is

uttered upon the face of the earth. I saw at a

glance that the captain was angry clear through

and away out beyond on the other side.

"What's the meaning of this?" he de-

manded of the quarantine officer, who shrugged

his shoulders, shook his head, and offered the

captain a cigarette, and as the latter does not

smoke cigarettes, I took it. The helpless quar-

antine man pointed to the praying military

commandant, as much as to say, " He has

charge of the case, make inquiries of him."

Gloomy as was our situation, hungry and

cold as we were, the interview between the
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captain and the military commandant will al-

ways remain in my mind as the most comical

encounter I have ever beheld on earth or sea.

The captain was too full of bitter resentment

at the moment to appreciate it, but his thorough

earnestness merely added point to the contro-

versy.

"Look here, my friend," he cried, "will you

stop those genuflections and tell me why you

have arrested my passengers ?
"

The Mussulman went steadily on with his

devotions without paying the slightest attention

to the inquiry. The captain strode around to the

other side of him, and every stride the captain

took, his black interpreter, a deep frown on his

brow, took step after step behind him. Reach-

ing the port side of the gymnastic Mohammedan,
the captain continued, sternly :

" How long do you propose to keep these

men here ? Do you understand that my ship

is being detained, and that I hold you responsi-

ble ? What did you arrest them for ? What
did you think they were doing?"

The motions of the living automaton facing

Mecca went on as calmly as if there had been no

interruption ; the muttered prayer came forth
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no slower, and not faster than before ; the fore-

head rapped the ground the regulation number

of times, and the praying man took no notice

of the demands made upon him. The captain

executed a semicircular detour, and came right

in front of him, the one-eyed man following his

leader like a shadow. The quarantine officer,

with a deprecatory smile on his fine face, offered

each of us there seated a cigarette, which we

took.

" Do you understand the seriousness of what

you have done ? " cried the captain, standing in

front of this working model of devotion. " Do
you understand that you are illegally detaining

an English ship ? Do you understand the con-

sequences of such an unwarrantable action ? It

is an outrage ; an outrage on my passengers and

on my ship."

The military man understood nothing ; he

continued his devotions undisturbed, as if no

one was within a hundred miles of him, and

although the captain perambulated around and

around him, trying to reach some vulnerable

point at which his appeal could penetrate the

ears and engage the attention of the devotee,

his efforts were useless ; the commandant con-
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tinued his prayers until they were finished.

Then he got up, put on his slippers, crossed

his legs on the bench again, resumed his coat,

and called for another pipe of tobacco, without

ever casting a glance on our irate chief. The

quarantine officer apparently dared not interfere

in the matter, and the military man absolutely

refused to speak, even when the captain let loose

upon him the forbidding-looking interpreter.

Luckily the captain, with a thoughtfulness

that called down blessings on his head from all

of us, had brought with him from the ship a

napkin-covered basket filled with sandwiches, and

from a pocket he abstracted a bottle of fine old

Scotch ; so we gratefully munched our sand-

wiches, imbibed the spirits with moderation and

water, and listened to the account the captain

gave of the doctor's adventures, which had a

comic element in it that did much to cheer

us up.

When our two comrades got into the boat at

St. George's tomb, the Turkish soldier covering

them with his rifle, Doctor Pritchard, M.R.P.S.,

resolved to row slowly through the darkness

until they were out of sight of the shore and

then head the boat so that they might pass near
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enough the ship to shout and let the officers

know our predicament. But when he turned

the boat's head a little too far out into the bay,

the soldier, with a motion of his gun, ordered

him to keep along the shore, and this he was

compelled to do. This command of the soldier,

however, proved his own undoing, for although

it was a mild evening, with no sea on out in the

bay, yet near the shore there were some break-

ers, and the boat rocked viciously. The quick

eye of Doctor Pritchard speedily recognised what

was coming as he sat facing the soldier. It was

not too dark to notice that a greenish tint was

beginning to take the place of the sunburn on

the warrior's visage. There was a wild gleam in

his eye, as he began to experience internal sen-

sations to which he was entirely unaccustomed,

for probably this was the first time he had ever

been out in a boat, and the man feared that he

had been attacked by some new and malignant

style of cholera. The gun dropped from his

nerveless hand, and in a few minutes the doctor

had on board that boat one of the most desper-

ate cases of seasickness that the Turkish Empire

has furnished since navigation began. As the

man's head hung over the gunwale in dire dis-
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tress, calling at intervals upon Allah and the

Prophet to come to his aid, the doctor leaned

forward, grasped the muzzle of the abandoned

rifle, and dragged it toward the bow under the

forward seat. They had now before them merely

a very seasick and entirely unarmed person.

" Pull to the ship," cried the doctor, and pull

for the ship it was. The whistle was booming

in the air, and the captain had become alarmed

for the safety of his passengers, but the bay

was so calm that it seemed impossible any dis-

aster should have happened to them. He imag-

ined that they had gone too far afield, and so

kept the whistle going, to remind them that he

was anxious to be off for Beyrout.
" Ship ahoy," shouted the doctor, as they

brought the boat alongside. " Send down

somebody here to pick up a section of the

Turkish army, who is very ill."

Two sailors came down the ladder, and be-

tween them they hoisted the limp figure of the

Turkish soldier to the deck, where some brandy

was given to him, which brought speedy recov-

ery from his disquieting malady. The doctor

followed the passenger up the ladder, and told

the captain of our fate. So, taking the inter-
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preter and a crew with him, the captain got into

the boat and rowed for Suadiyeh, where we were

detained, the doctor and his comrade thinking

quite rightly that they were safer on the steam-

ship than fooling around the port to which we
had been taken.

As the captain finished telling us the enter-

taining story of the doctor and his patient, there

was a commotion along the gallery outside, and

in came the kaimakam. I had hoped that the

head of the civil authority would be something

like our quarantine officer, but alas ! such was

not the case. He was as stout as Falstaff,

with an Arabian abbieh around him so similar

to the one I had bought at Damascus, that if

I had not had the garment on myself I should

have thought it was the same. Around his

prominent corporation was wound and wound

a broad sash. As he came swaggering in, it

seemed to me that here in life was the typical

Turk as drawn by Sir John Tenniel in Punch.

I had seen his exact portrait dozens of times on

the cartoon page.

He was scowling frightfully, and evidently

quite puffed up with the importance of the case,

which already he looked upon as most serious.
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He didn't have the brains of a jackdaw either,

and I was quite prepared to see this incompe-

tent cumberer of the earth do exactly what he

did, which was to treat the stupid military man
with much cordiality, and frown at the quaran-

tine officer, who was a man of enlightenment

and civilisation. With great pomposity he took

a seat at the side of the commandant, pulled out

the document which had been sent to him, read

it over to the commandant who had previously

dictated it, and each of them nodded their heads

gravely as if here at last had been discovered an

act of the most devilish conspiracy ever hatched

against the peace and quiet of the Turkish Em-
pire. He ordered us up before him, and, glanc-

ing along our silent line, made a contemptuous

snort, and waved us to our seats again. Then

he shook his head, and the commandant shook

his head also. It was quite palpable that they

considered our misdemeanour a crime of the

gravest importance. The mild quarantine officer

gave us plenty of silent sympathy and cigarettes,

but it was evident he had no power whatever,

the other two not even consulting him.

As the two were whispering together, the

captain, with John the interpreter,,, confronted
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them. Black John of the sinister eye was a

character the like of which is prohably to be

found nowhere else than in the Levant. He
was bold as a lion when backed by the captain

with the might of Great Britain behind him, but

ordinarily he cringed to the Turkish official, as

do all underlings in the dominion of the Sultan.

He was reputed to be the greatest liar along

the Syrian coast, but that probably is flattery,

and, although he is doubtless talented in this

direction, his right to the supreme title may be

open to dispute in a country so superbly gifted

in mendacity. We came to know him later as

" Backsheesh," for he was a most unconscionable

beggar, who tried to convince us that he had

saved our lives by terrorising the Turk, and

seemed resolved to collect the full value of each

man's existence from him, soliciting backsheesh

whenever he met one of us. At first we felt

deeply grateful for his intervention, and such

interpreting as he was able to do, and. so among

us we got up a purse for him ; but he came to

each of us later with his trousers pockets

turned inside out, showing a great hole torn in

the lining, asserting that he had lost all the

money we had given him, and so made a pri-
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vate collection from each. This attempted tax-

gathering he repeated as often as possible,

murmuring, gently, " backsheesh " in our ears

whenever we met him, so we began to think it

would have been cheaper if the Turks had

executed us on the spot.

The study of John's demeanour to the kai-

makam was most interesting. The military

officer, I may remark, during all the time of

our incarceration, never acknowledged our ex-

istence by a word or a look, nor did he answer

any question that was put to him. He seemed

to think that we were unworthy of the slightest

notice. Black John prefaced every remark he

made in English with the phrase " I want,"

probably an abbreviation of the Americanism,

"I want to know," but more likely the two

words represented his own insatiable desires,

for the mottle-faced, one-eyed man always

wanted something.

"Ask the kaimakam," said the captain, "how
long he is going to detain these men."

Black John drew himself proudly up, put a

fierce glare into his one eye, and fastened the

same on the stout kaimakam, shooting forth

the question in voluble Turkish. The kai-
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makam with many indignant gestures replied

in the same language, and the moment he

began to speak John seemed to wilt percept-

ibly. It probably occurred to him that, while

the captain would depart, the kaimakam would

remain, and so it was well to stand in with both

powers. He therefore delivered each question

with the supremest hauteur, as if he entertained

the greatest contempt for the kaimakam, but

he received the answer with grovelling defer-

ence, as if after all the kaimakam were a -great

man. John translated to the captain the kai-

makam' s replies.

"I want," said the black man, "why these

men come here."

"Tell him," said the captain, smothering his

indignation as well as he could, " that they had

every right to come here. They delivered up

their papers to the kaimakam himself at this

very table. They asked, and received permis-

sion to do what they did. Tell him that they

have not only passports from their own country,

but that they possess also Turkish teskeries,

permission from the Sultan himself to visit

this place, and tell the kaimakam that he will

have to answer to Stamboul for this detention."
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John, with emphatic gestures that were an

exaggerated imitation of the captain's own, de-

livered this message to the kaimakam, and,

bowing low as he received his reply, he trans-

lated it to the captain.

" I want why these men not coming to the

custom-house ? Why they go in small boats

and try go back on coast. What they expec'

fordo?"
" What did they expect to do ?

" cried the

captain ;
" they expected to land at Seleucia to

visit the ruins of that district, which, as I said be-

fore, they had permission to do. Tell him that."

The kaimakam looked at John with incredu-

lous amazement when this was explained to

him. I heard him cry " Antiqua, Antiqua ?

"

several times in unbelieving tones.

" I want," translated John, " no man so big

fool go see Antiqua where nobody live. He
say you are liar. I want why this man have

Turkish abbieh is disguise ?
"

" There is no disguise about it," replied the

captain, " he has as much right to wear that

abbieh as a kaimakam has. It is absurd to de-

tain men on such a pretext as this. They found

no arms on the persons of the men and no arms
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in the boat. Tell him that, and ask him to let

them go. Tell him also that the ship is being

detained ; we have been ready to sail for the

last six hours, and I shall hold the kaimakam
responsible if there is further delay."

The kaimakam had been gradually lashing

himself into a fury, and now he stood up, with

his arms waving like a windmill, trying to brow-

beat the captain, and roaring out what seemed

to be the most deplorable language. " What is

agitating him?" asked the captain. "What is

he talking about ? What is he saying to me ?
"

" I want," said John, " you take your ship

and go. He not detain ship ; he not care

where ship go, and not care you not come back

here again. He spit on English ship
;
you go,

me go, where like ; these men here in prison."

The kaimakam, sitting down again, absolutely

refused to hear anything more from the captain

or his interpreter. Probably neither kaimakam

nor military officer could write, for they called

the quarantine man to their assistance, and be-

tween them they dictated a long despatch, which

was sent off to the telegraph office, that had

been kept open because of the importance of

our arrest.



CHAPTER V.

Thrown from Military into Civil Custody and Back Again—
An International Mix-up— Dramatic and Unexpected In-

coming of the Pasha— " Let Them Be Shown at Once to

a Dungeon Cell "—The Turkish Empire Is Perturbed— A
Messenger to Antioch —The British Flag Doesn't Flutter

— Sailors Want to Fight — Release at Last.

ONE of my comrades now made an attempt

to persuade the captain to return to his

ship and sail for Beyrout, where she was due

next morning. There was a week's work ahead

of her at Sidon and at Jaffa loading oranges,

and by that time we thought we might be liber-

ated and have a chance of catching her before

her departure for England. The captain how-

ever staunchly refused to budge. He asked

John to find out if there were any authority

superior to the kaimakam to whom we might

appeal. It was learned that there was a pasha

who outranked both the kaimakam and the

military officer, but he was stationed at Antioch,
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four hours away, and as it was now midnight,

there was no possibility of hearing from him

before eight o'clock in the morning, for the

officials refused to telegraph, saying the office

was open at this hour only for the convenience

of the government, and not for the reception of

private messages. Telegraphic communications

were now flying between Antioch and Suadiyeh,

and each despatch that came in seemed to stiffen

the backs of our detainers, to judge by the com-

plaisant nodding of these two incompetent asses,

who were utterly incapable of distinguishing be-

tween an act that was really serious and an

inoffensive excursion by three or four harmless

individuals, unarmed, even with a jack-knife. I

could not help thinking that Turkey was badly

served by her minor officials. Here was a per-

fectly simple case which would have been

disposed of in two minutes by either English or

American minor officials, yet these jackdaws

were cooking up an international crisis, which,

if they knew anything at all of foreign affairs,

would inevitably result in their own discomfi-

ture. We learned they had telegraphed to Anti-

och and then to Aleppo, and that now Aleppo

was in communication with Constantinople, the
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whole Turkish Empire being thus thrown into

commotion over five men in a boat. Toward

morning it seems that an order came from Con-

stantinople to hold us at all hazards, and to call

out as many troops as were necessary for that

purpose. They probably imagined we were a

gang of desperadoes armed to the teeth, and had

set about the conquest of Syria. When this

confirmation of the action of the kaimakam and

the military officer came, they nodded to each

other wisely and frowned upon us sitting on the

bench. The kaimakam rose, looked at the

military officer, drew his abbieh closer and ap-

peared about to depart.

" Ask him what he intends to do," commanded
the captain.

John stepped in front of the departing kai-

makam, who withered him with a scornful

glance that travelled from his blind eye to his

big feet, then he roared something which John

translated.

" I want," said John, " these men go to prison.

It is order from Stamboul. You and your ship

go where like. The kaimakam send you not to

prison."

At this point came the dramatic moment of
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the weary night, seeming more like a picture

on the stage than a reality. The silence was

suddenly broken by the rattle of musket-butts

against the floor of the balcony outside. The

wide hanging veranda was lined with troops,

and the courtyard was occupied by a small

standing army, so frightened was the kaimakam

that we ruffians would make a dash for liberty

and thus annihilate the imperial forces. Imme-

diately after this salute of the gun-butts there

appeared in the doorway a fine military-looking

man with a cloak over his shoulders, having

very much the bearing and semblance of a natty

French officer. The guards on either side of

the door saluted, and the fussy importance

of the stout kaimakam dropped from him as if

he had flung his abbieh to the floor. The new-

comer entered swiftly, cast a quick, eager glance

around the room, curtly acknowledged the obei-

sance of all present, ejaculated a brief question

to his subordinate military commandant, which

I interpreted to be

:

" What's all this fuss about ?

"

We instantly knew without being told it, that

here before us stood the pasha whom we had

thought to be in Antioch. As a matter of fact
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he had come that evening unexpectedly to

Suadiyeh, and, although staying at a house

two miles away, heard a rumour of what had

happened at the port, got on his horse, and

reached us about one o'clock in the morning.

If he had arrived some hours earlier it would

have been lucky for us. I never saw a man who

got so quickly at the marrow of a thing as did

this pasha, if pasha he was. I use the term with-

out being at all certain of its accuracy ; anyhow,

the man was chief, seemingly, of both civil and

military in the Antioch district. He was, as I

have said, a fine-looking man with an abrupt

military manner. A heavy black moustache

covered his upper lip, and his black hair was

closely cropped. There was firmness, decision,

and intelligence in his face, and if the Sultan

has many officers of this calibre, and knows

how to use them, he is to be congratulated.

The praying person began mumbling an account

of the affair, while the pasha looked us over,

apparently coming to the conclusion that we

were no marauders, for he interrupted his sub-

ordinate, strode over to where we three were

sitting disconsolately on the bench, and shook

hands with each of us. Then saluting the cap-
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tain, and speaking admirable French, he asked

for his version of the complication. Thus,

hours after the arrest, was the first inquiry

made for our side of the story. Turning to me,

he said, " You allege that three of the soldiers

levelled their guns at you, is that true ?

"

"Certainly," I answered.

" Can you pick these men out from the

squad ?

"

" I think so," I replied.

A number of soldiers were marched into

the room, and I had no difficulty in selecting

the three who had held us up. These men the

pasha made stand forward, asking them if they

had done this thing. The soldiers who had

hitherto been so truculent now began to tremble,

and, if it were possible with such complexions

as they had, to turn pale. The pasha angrily

rated them, had their weapons taken from them,

and marched them off, seemingly under arrest

like ourselves. Then he sat down and heard

the account of the affair from the kaimakam

and his subordinate, saying nothing during the

recital, but interjecting the exclamation, " Puh !

puh ! puh!" exactly like an automaton wound

up to produce this sound at stated intervals.
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Before this he had sent to the telegraph office

for the original despatches that had been sent

off, and when they arrived he perused them with

great interest, throwing up his hands in despair

at the close. He then turned on the kaimakam

and the praying man, and gave them such a

rating as I had never heard. The kaimakam

turned green and yellow, and his knees actually

shook beneath him. The military subordinate's

stclid face betrayed no emotion ; he took his

tongue-lashing with the air of a man resigned

to the buffetings of fate. The pasha then

called in the assistance of the mild quarantine

officer, and wrote a long despatch, with which

the messenger fled.

" I am very sorry, gentlemen," said the pasha,

rising and saluting us, " but this affair, through

the muddling of two fools, has assumed pro-

portions that are beyond my grasp. I dare not

release you because authority greater than I

has sent word that you are to be held, evidently

under a total misapprehension brought about

by the despatches received from this incapable

kaimakan. I have just sent in a report of two

hundred and fifty words which puts the occur-

rence in its proper light, but until an order
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comes from my superiors it is impossible for

me to let you go. Our facilities for promoting

the comfort of our guests in this place are not

extensive, but I have given orders that you are

to have anything you want in the way of eatables

from the ship, and your imprisonment will be

made as mild as it is possible for detention to

be. I hope that early in the morning an order

for your release will come."

Then turning to the captain he said

:

" I am very sorry for all this, but you under-

stand, of course, that we do not detain you or

the ship at all. You are at perfect liberty to

come or go as you choose. I am told that you

assert that we are detaining the steamer, which is

not the case ; we have nothing to do with her."

" I beg your pardon," said the captain, " but

you evidently overlook the fact that your soldiers

took possession of my steamer's boat. They

dragged it ashore, took it out of the hands of

my officer, and put it in charge of one of your

soldiers. When you lay hands on my boat, you

lay hands on my ship, and so let us have no

mistake about it. Aside from that, I stand by

my passengers
;
you put them in a cell, you

put me in a cell."
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The pasha shrugged his shoulders, made

some inquiries from his subordinate regarding

the capture of the boat, then shrugged his

shoulders again and bade us good-night.

The kaimakam and the man of prayer held

a whispered conversation together, and then

sneaked out of the room in company like a

couple of whipped dogs. The sympathetic

quarantine officer, offering us once more cig-

arettes all around, led the way to a room adjoin-

ing the apartment where all this had taken

place. Here there was a kind of an apology

for a bed and a kind of an apology for a bench.

The two windows on opposite sides of the room

had most of the glass out of them, and the cold

wind whistled through in a most chilly and

uncomfortable manner. There was barely room

for one man, not to mention four, but we made

the best of it and lay down where we could
;

but little sleep came to any of us that night.

Two soldiers armed tramped up and down the

balcony outside until daylight.

Captain Campbell shared our discomfort, in

spite of our urging him to go back to his ship.

In the early morning he routed out John and

the boat's crew, who had put in the night under-
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neath us, and sent them to the ship for some-

thing to eat and drink. The returning hoat

brought the finest breakfast I have ever yet

had the pleasure of eating, for our appetites

were in a fine state of sharpness and the food

was delicious. The ship's doctor had the

courage to come with the boat, although he

knew that by doing so he laid himself open to

arrest, but luckily no one recognised him as a

member of the company of five who had been

taken in the evening before.

It was a lovely morning, and after breakfast-

ing I resolved to test the strictness of our

imprisonment. A soldier paced the balcony

opposite the door of our room, another stood

with his rifle beside him at the head of the stair,

and on the bottom step sat a third with his

rifle over his knees. Here and there over the

courtyard, crouching under the shelter of the

low sheds, were grouped other soldiers, who had

lighted fires and were boiling their coffee.

Their arms were stacked in clusters, or placed

leaning against the walls of the shed. The

number of troops gave the place the appear-

ance of being under siege. I passed the guard

at the door and the one at the head of the stairs
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without being molested. Seeing me descend,

some of the soldiers in the courtyard took up

their guns as if to be prepared for emergencies.

The guard at the bottom of the steps growled

a little as I stepped over his rifle, but he did not

stop me. I walked to the bank of the river,

and then a soldier detached himself from one

of the groups and followed me, keeping, rather

sheepishly, some way behind, his rifle over his

shoulder, having the air of a man who didn't

exactly know what was expected of him.

Probably because of the action of the pasha

the night before an idea had permeated the

troops that a mistake had been made, and they

were in some doubt as to what the correct

attitude was in the circumstances. I tramped

this man over a good section of the Turkish

Empire, up and down the river and to the

borders of the swamp. His vigilance relaxed

a good deal during this promenade, and he

dropped farther and farther behind, seeing I

made no attempt to escape. Some little dis-

tance up the river there is a four-sided enclo-

sure with mud walls about ten feet high. It

seems to be a market square and has an arched

entrance through each of the four sides. The
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southern wall faces the river, and the other

three walls border on the swamp, which is a

thicket of rank vegetation, and an excellent

place for a man to hide in if he were so minded.

When I came to the southern entrance I sud-

denly bolted in, darted through the western

exit, and worked my way around to the south

side again. I caught a glimpse of the coat tails

of my guard flying in through the entrance

by which I had disappeared. Coming softly

up behind him I saw him standing there within

the enclosure, his jaw dropped and his rifle

levelled, cocked, and held on the alert. The

man, not knowing which way I had fled, was

looking in a bewildered manner from one of the

three exits to the other. I slapped him heartily

on the shoulder and said :

" Here, old man, you'll have to guard me a

little better than this, you know. I don't want

to get lost or mislaid through your neglect of

duty." The soldier smiled and then laughed

outright. He was a very genial fellow, and

all in all one of the most satisfactory jailers

I ever possessed. We came back to the court-

yard together, and he even allowed me to take

his rifle in my hand and examine it. It was
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made by the Martini and Peabody Company,

of Providence, Rhode Island.

I imagine my man told the rest of the com-

pany the adventures we had on our tramp

together, which account they received with a

good deal of hilarity. They hospitably offered

me coffee, which was excellent, and by and by

I got a squad of them together and put them

through the American drill, which I had learned

when a member of a light infantry company

in the United States. Although my language

must have been an enigma to them, they

proved amazingly quick in the " uptak," as

the Scotch say. All their fierceness of the

night before had gone, and they were the most

genial, alert, obliging set of men I had ever

been thrown among. Before half an hour had

passed I had them going through their evolu-

tions in an admirable manner, while the on-

lookers against the wall entered thoroughly

into the spirit of the thing, and applauded

heartily when anything in the drill took their

fancy. The kaimakam had arrived, but all

his former cockiness was gone. A deep gloom

enveloped him as completely as his Arabian

cloak. He stood leaning on the balcony, watch-
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ing mc give instructions to the soldiery, but

he did not interfere. However, all my interest

in the reorganisation of the Turkish army

speedily vanished when I saw a messenger

gallop up, spring from his horse and mount

the steps. I dismissed my squad and hurried

after him. I expected this was the order for

our release. The kaimakam, who was exceed-

ingly subdued, opened the telegram with an

impatience that almost exceeded our own.

Although I don't know to this day what that

message said, yet its purport was quickly gath-

ered from the changed demeanour of the kai-

makam. All his old truculence and air of

importance returned. He gave an order to

the guard, and when next I attempted to de-

scend the stairway I was stopped ; we were

confined to the barracks once more. The
devotional commandant perused the despatch,

and although he showed none of the elation

the kaimakam had exhibited, it required no

interpreter to tell us that the decision at head-

quarters had been against, us, and that the

message of the pasha on the night before had

not produced the effect he had hoped. The
pasha had probably information of this, for,
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although he promised to be with us early in

the morning, we never saw him again.

We tried to turn black John upon the kai-

makam and discover what our position was,

but that official now refused to have any com-

munication with us, and waved him aside indig-

nantly and made contemptuous gestures toward

us. Evidently Richard was his old swagger-

ing self again, and even one-eyed black John

seemed to lose faith in us. Meanwhile the

populace from the country round about had

poured into the courtyard, and stood staring

up at us as if we were some interesting variety

of wild animal captured in the swamp. The

kaimakam ordered us into our cell, and there

we sat moodily, without even the consolation

of a cigarette from the quarantine officer, who

was as dejected as ourselves over the turn

things had taken.

Select groups of the subjects of the Sultan

were allowed to come up the stairs on the

balcony and peer in at us through the broken

windows. They shook their heads solemnly,

quite plainly wondering why the authorities

allowed such wretches as we to pollute the

sacred air of Syria. The kaimakam swelled
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bigger and bigger as he tramped up and down

the balcony outside our door, stamping his foot

now and then, and muttering to himself.

It was at this interesting stage of the

game that the Rev. Mr. Dodds came in upon

us. He could both speak and write Turkish,

and so, with all the energy of an American,

he took our case in hand. He said there was

not the slightest use telegraphing anybody,

because the despatches would not be delivered

until it suited the convenience of the Turkish

officials. The only thing to do was to get a

messenger off to the vice-consul at Antioch

as speedily and as quietly as possible. The

captain, whose movements were not interfered

with, got pen, ink, and paper, and wrote out

a statement of the case in the simplest, tersest

English I have ever seen used in a document.

Meanwhile the clergyman had got a messenger,

whom he mounted on his own swift Arabian

horse. The man was to receive one mejedeh

for taking the captain's letter to Antioch, which

seems a small price, eighty cents, for such a

long journey. Although the messenger had

been deeply indebted to Mr. Dodds for various

favours in the past, yet that gentleman did not
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entirely trust him. He told us that if the

money were paid down, the chances were he

would ride a mile or so, tear up the letter, wait

the requisite number of hours, when he would

return and say he had delivered it. So the

clergyman, on the outside of the envelope,

wrote in Turkish to the vice-consul as follows :

" Please pay this man one mejedeh on delivery

of this letter, and charge the same to me. He
should reach you by two o'clock, and I shall be

obliged to you if you pay him one piastre for

every ten minutes he saves under that time."

The sealed letter was given to the messenger

with the foregoing inscription in Turkish on the

outside of it. Mr. Dodds asked the man to

read what he had written, and inquired if he

understood it. The messenger understood and

started off at a gallop.

The hours passed somewhat wearily, the

monotony broken, however, by a very excellent

lunch that came from the steamer. It was

about four o'clock when the messenger returned

from Antioch, having made remarkably quick

time. He brought a letter from the vice-

consul, which said that probably the order for

our release would reach Suadiyeh before the
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messenger, as the vice-consul would at once

see the authorities, and if they proved obdurate

would immediately communicate with the con-

sul at Beyrout. It was evident, however, that

the authorities had proved obdurate, for although

the messenger had been several hours on the

way no message had come to the kaimakam,

who was strutting about as objectionably as

ever.

About this time some one of the party began

to think yearningly of the British flag. An
Englishman, no matter where he is, has great

faith in the British flag, and can scarcely be

made to believe that in times of peace any

country would take the responsibility of firing

upon it. It was then proposed that a boat-load

of British sailors should be sent for from the

ship, bringing with them a Union Jack at the

prow and another at the stern ; that we would

hand to the kaimakam a written protest against

our further detention, march to the small boat

under the protection of the British flag, taking

the chance of the Turks firing upon it. Of

course if they did fire we should be helpless, for

we had to row a mile down the Orontes, a shal-

low and uncertain stream whose banks were
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patrolled by Turkish soldiers, so if they took

pot-shots at us they would have a comparatively

easy target. Mr. Dodds wrote the protest in

Arabic and it was handed to the kaimakam,

who treated it with the utmost scorn, while

from the balcony we presently saw the white

boat lowered from the black side of the steamer,

and, with a Union Jack at stern and prow, we

watched the white craft coming steadily toward

us. The Rev. Mr. Dodds did not have im-

plicit belief in the efficacy of the English flag.

He begged us not to attempt embarkation

until he had seen the pasha, who still remained

at Suadiyeh, although he put in no appearance

at the port. The clergyman mounted his Ara-

bian horse and galloped off to interview the

pasha, and the flag-decorated boat drew up at

the shore of the Orontes under the gable end

of the custom-house.

The boat's crew consisted of half a dozen

sailors of as fine and manly a type as could be

found in all the British mercantile navy. The

boys gave a cheer when they recognised us on

the balcony. The silent reply of the dogged

military commander was to draw up a squad of

soldiers where they commanded the boat, and
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as the men took their places we heard the

" snick, snick " of the cartridges being placed in

the rifles. Somehow I felt that the Turkish

bluff was just a little better than ours and was

going to carry the day. Unless the Union Jack

were bullet-proof I didn't think it would be

wise just then to trust to its protection. The
sailor boys, however, were just bristling for a

fight. They had wanted to take with them at

the prow of the boat the steamer's signal, or

saluting cannon, filled to the muzzle with can-

ister, but the chief officer would not allow

them.

Presently we saw Mr. Dodds galloping back,

waving above his head his white silk scarf, one

of the products of that part of the country.

We hailed this with jubilation, thinking it a sign

of surrender, but as a matter of fact it was the

very opposite. The clergyman implored us not

to take the risk of embarking. The pasha had

told him that the commandant dare not let us

go until he had orders to do so. The pasha

said that if he himself were there he would be

compelled to give the order to fire on us if we

attempted to escape, much as it would grieve

him to do so, and I had no doubt that the devo-
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tional commandant, who had quite evidently no

liking for us, would give the order to fire with

alacrity. The guards had become so interested

in the anival of the boat that they had slipped

away from their posts to watch it, and, taking

advantage of their absence from the balcony

and the stairs, I stole quietly down and made

my way along the walls to the place where the

boat was moored. The boys in the boat hailed

me with enthusiasm.

" I say," cried their leader, " aren't you com-

ing aboard ?

"

" I'm afraid not."

« Why ?

"

" Why ? Well, because this isn't our day

to get shot. We prefer being shot to-mor-

row."

" This mob would never dare shoot at you

under the British flag. They haven't got the

courage. I know this lot ; they can't shoot.

We've fought 'em at Constantinople and all

along the coast different times, and licked 'em,

hands down. I say, ain't you goin' to let us

have a shy at 'em ?
"

" My dear fellow, you couldn't do anything
;

you have only your bare fists, and there are
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but six of you, while there are more than a

hundred soldiers here, all armed with breech-

loading rifles."

"Don't you make any mistake, sir," said the

sailor, urgently. " You just get the captain to

give the word, and we'll clean out this mob in

two minutes and dump old Stick-in-the-mud in

the river on top o' the lot. Arms ! bless your

soul, we don't need 'em. We'll have their arms

inside ten seconds after the first shout, and

we're not afraid of their shooting. I tell you,

sir, in five minutes after the first shout, if you

want a Turkish soldier you'll have to hunt for

him in the swamp. Why, we've met this sort

o' cattle before."

" Yes, sir, yes, sir," cried two or three of

the others, eagerly ;
" they looks big, but they

ain't nothin'. Every time we're ashore in

Turkey we have a shy at 'em, an' they've never

hurt us yet, guns or no guns."

At this point the guard came up, and, touch-

ing me on the shoulder, ordered me back to

prison.

" Don't you go, sir," shouted an angry sailor.

" He touched you on the shoulder, so that's

an assault. If you'll swear to it that he hit
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the first blow, I'll dump him in the creek. So

you just say the word."

"Oh, no," I replied, "this man and I are

old pals. We have been touring around the

country to-day together, and he isn't a bad

sort of fellow. I don't want to see him

hurt."

And so, to the intense disgust of the sailors,

I followed my jailer up to the balcony once

more. The sun went down on our wrath into

the Mediterranean, and darkness came on be-

fore the message arrived which set us at

liberty. The kaimakam was so disappointed

that he departed in a huff, without giving any

notice to our guards that we were not to be

molested further, so we had some little diffi-

culty before being allowed to enter the boat.

The trouble was smoothed down by Mr. Dodds,

who read to the soldiers the telegram which

explained to them that further opposition was

useless. The commandant could not bother

about any such triviality as our liberty, so he

got his prayer-rug out once more and was

going through his devotional evolutions ; we
had therefore to wait until the commandant

finished his prayers, and then he gave orders
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that we were to station a man with a lantern

at the prow of the boat, and this light he must

keep waving up and down until we got out of

the river and across to the steamer. A com-

pany of soldiers went down along the banks

of the Orontes abreast of us, with instructions

to hail us at intervals, and if we did not reply

they were to fire. Thus the commandant

seemed to persist in his belief that we desired

to land at some point along the coast, whereas

our only anxiety was to take leave of that part

of the country as quickly as we could.

Twice going down the river they hailed us,

and the man at the prow kept his lantern

waving industriously.

Thus ended our little episode at Suadiyeh.

It was, all in all, an interesting experience of

Turkish officialdom. We had passed through

the hands of four officers of different grades,

civil and military. Two of these were sensible

men, who saw at once that we were innocent

tourists with no designs whatever against the

empire ; but the common sense of these two

was nullified by the dense stupidity and fanat-

icism and, I think I may with truth add, cor-

ruption of the kaimakam and the man of
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prayer. Looking back over the incidents, I

am convinced that, as Pooh Bah says in the

" Mikado," these officials might have been

squared. I am certain now, from the kaima-

kam's dramatic indignation, and his abuse of

the captain, that he expected to frighten us

so that we would turn over to him all the

money we possessed ; in fact, the morning

after our capture, when the thing had gone

too far, and the kaimakam began to be afraid

he had put his foot in it, his attendant came to

me and said, repioachfully :

"Why didn't you offer backsheesh to the

kaimakam ?

"

There was one little pathetic touch which

will long linger in my memory. In the morn-

ing, when it was very cold, the quarantine

officer, taking advantage of the absence of the

kaimakam and the military commandant, or-

dered his servant to prepare a brazier for us.

The brazier consisted of a flat metal pan about

two feet in diameter, which rested on a sort of

three-legged stool of metal. This pan was

piled full of wood out on the balcony, and a

fire kindled. The attendant crouched beside

it, working away with a fan on the blaze, while
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the smoke poured forth in the still air. When
at last the smoke ceased, and the wood in the

brazier had become a glowing bed of coals,

he hauled the three-legged stool into our cell,

and the result, as the advertisement would say,

was grateful and comforting on a chilly morn-

ing. I was sitting alone in the cell, with my
hands spread over the glowing coals, when
the quarantine officer entered, closed the door

behind him, and sat down opposite me, also

spreading his hands in the radiation of the

warmth. He looked across at me, with a

faint, apologetic smile on his kind face, and

tapping his breast, said, mournfully

:

" No home ; no madame."

These four words seemed to exhaust his

stock of English, but under the circumstances

they drew a graphic picture that many sen-

tences could not have done. It was a little

attempt at consolation. His manner and tone

seemed to indicate his sorrow at the incon-

venience to which we were put, and his words

expressed as plainly as words can :

" You see that what you have to suffer for

a few hours I have to put up with month after

month. In this wretched place I am compelled
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to live. Be thankful, then, that your case is

not so deplorable as mine."

I shook hands with him across the brazier.

He was a man and a brother; a sympathetic

gentleman.



CHAPTER VI.

Tales of the Syrian Coast — The Biter Bit— How a Brit-

ish Man-of-war Was Terrorised— The Acquiring of Coal

for the Turkish Navy— The American Cruiser Captain

Who Did Not Talk the Language, yet Managed to Make
Himself Understood — " The Gods of the Christians Have
Come"— The Little Old English Lady.

ONCE when I was employing my spare time

editing a magazine, I induced various cele-

brated " Litery Gents" to contribute to its

pages a series of stories under the general

heading, "Tales of Our Coast," which collection

afterward made a book that was published on

each side of the Atlantic with success. If a

man who could write would journey up and down

the margin of the Syrian sea line, he might lay

in materials for tales of the coast which would

be interesting, but which doubtless would not

be believed.

One cannot fail to notice the helplessness of

the ordinary inhabitant when confronted with

156
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the official Turk. Even the most prosperous

merchant goes in abject fear of the officer, and

would no more think of questioning his acts or

interfering with them than he would attempt

to direct the course of a stroke of lightning, or

manage one of the numerous earthquakes that

terrorise the district. The moment the hand

of arrest was upon our shoulders, every one in

the district shrank from us as if we had been

lepers. I expected that some of the many

friends we had made at the wedding would at

least put in an appearance, and perhaps say

a word on our behalf, but they held aloof, gazed

at us from afar, and shook their heads, as if

they had been taken in previously, and had no

idea we were the desperate criminals official

action proved us to be. They were evidently

amazed at the courage of the American mis-

sionary who came so promptly to our rescue,

and identified himself with us. When the na-

tive is arrested, he simply grovels at the feet

of the kaimakam, weeps and rubs his brow

against the dirt, and buys himself off as cheaply

as he can. He knows that the question of his

guilt or innocence will cut no figure whatever

in the proceedings which follow, and he is
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equally well aware that when judgment is pro-

nounced upon him no appeal to a superior au-

thority will be of the slightest avail. He docs

not expect any friend to intervene on his behalf,

as such intervention would do no good, and

would merely transfer the resentment upon

the interloper, who was meddling in matters

that did not concern him ; besides, he knows

that he himself would not interfere even if his

dearest friend had become involved in the offi-

cial toils. The native, therefore, cannot under-

stand a prisoner acting as if his soul were his

own, and refusing to prostrate himself before

the all-powerful kaimakam.

On the second day of our detention it became

rumoured through the crowd, which came from

far and near to gaze at us, that we were at

least three emperors in disguise, otherwise we
never would dare to carry ourselves as if we

had no particular respect for his Majesty, the

kaimakam. This induction was doubtless con-

firmed by our ultimate release, and the knowl-

edge, which it was impossible to conceal, that

no backsheesh had been added to the store of

that virtuous official.

The following story was told to me as having
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occurred in the district which we honoured so

long by our compulsory presence, and it is a

beautiful instance of the " biter being bit."

A native had made a profitable deal in goats,

which had been taken by him to Jaffa and sold

there, to be sent up to Jerusalem at the time of

a Russian pilgrimage, goat flesh being the chief

food of the pilgrims during the time they re-

mained in the vicinity of the Holy City and

bathed in the Jordan. The man had made

something like two thousand mejedehs, and one

of his neighbours saw this money paid over to

him in Jaffa. When they both returned, the

neighbour went to the kaimakam, and said he

had seen one thousand mejedehs paid to the

goat-keeper, and suggested that, if some charge

were trumped up against the man, the inform-

ing neighbour would visit him in prison and get

him to disgorge the coin, trusting to the gener-

osity of the kaimakam for his reward.

The goat-keeper was immediately thrown into

prison on the charge of having committed a mur-

der that took place in the mountains some time

before. He was naturally panic-stricken, and,

after remaining a week in jail, the neighbour

was allowed to visit him and tender him advice.
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The neighbour said that the kaimakam had

complete proof regarding the murder, but he

himself had learned that if two thousand meje-

dehs were paid to the kaimakam, the prisoner

would be released. The accused swore he had

no such sum at his disposal, and his neighbour,

with a sigh, recommended him in that case to

commend his soul to Allah, for his execution

would be only a matter of days.

The doomed man then urged his supposed

friend to remain with him, and finally told him

where the two thousand mejedehs were con-

cealed. The traitor took the money, kept half

of it himself, and gave the other half to the

kaimakam, who returned to the informant fifty

mejedehs, or thereabout. The ruined man was

then released, and he went to the kaimakam,

hoping thereby to get back a portion of the

money. He being a liar also, as they all are,

swore that he had given the neighbour three

thousand mejedehs.

The kaimakam was naturally indignant, see-

ing that he had received but a third of the

supposed haul, and so promptly put the con-

spirator into prison under the same charge of

which the first man had formerly been accused.
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Before the informant got out of jail he had to

return the thousand mejedehs he had stolen

from the goat-keeper, and had as well to collect

another thousand mejedehs of his own to be-

stow upon the kaimakam. So he was one

thousand mejedehs worse off than before he

meditated his treacherous design.

The ignorance of the ordinary subject of

Turkey regarding geography or international

affairs is not to be wondered at when it is re-

membered that the Koran is practically the

only text-book in the schools, and, however val-

uable it may be as a volume of precepts and

religious sayings, it can hardly be expected to

take the place of maps on the wall or historical

books in the hands of the children. But it is

amazing that men of common sense, as the

majority of the natives undoubtedly are, cannot

recognise an absurdity when they see it.

They believe that the Sultan rules the whole

earth, and that merely out of his good-nature

he allows the Queen of England and the Presi-

dent of the United States to carry on their

small affairs. While the Turkish official under-

stands the meaning of the great war-vessels

which patrol this coast, belonging to the various
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nations of the earth, the ordinary inhabitant has

no notion of their significance.

The Turkish government has a little rat of a

boat which in fair weather may worry its way

from port to port along the Syrian coast, but

which dare not venture out in the storm. As a

general rule it does not indulge in protracted

voyages because it is usually short of coal,

some official having stolen the money which

should go toward its equipment with this useful

mineral.

A short time before we visited Syria a British

war-vessel came into the Bay of Antioch and

cast anchor for the day. It was one of those

huge marine monsters of the most modern type,

able, single-handed, with a fraction of its tre-

mendous armament, to blow off the surface of

the water every boat Turkey has ever possessed.

It was followed into the Bay of Antioch by this

little runt of a Turkish steamer, the officers of

which knew, of course, that the huge British

ironclad was going to stay but a few hours in

the bay and then proceed to Beyrout. The

Turkish captain came ashore at Suadiyeh and

told the principal personages there that he had

given the British captain commands to weigh
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anchor and get out of the Bay of Antioch before

six o'clock that evening.

Sure enough, at five o'clock the war-ship

hauled up her anchor and steamed majestically

out of the bay, followed at a respectful distance

by the little Turkish steamer. The inhabitants

of the port watched the disappearing ship, and

then saw their own turn around and return. It

seems incredible that these people should actu-

ally believe that the ironclad was driven out by

their little craft, which would have sunk if she

had even fired one of her own worthless guns,

yet such is the case. They had collected along

the shore to witness the annihilation of the big

vessel should she prove so daring as to remain

in the bay after six o'clock. I said to an intelli-

gent man, and a most successful merchant :

" What would have happened if the British

vessel had remained in the bay until after six

o'clock?"

"Oh," he replied, with the earnestness of

conviction, " the British ship did well to leave,

for the Sultan had ordered her utter destruction

if she had not obeyed his commands. Praise be

to Allah, the captain was wise, and left a full

hour before the time he was ordered away, and
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we were all glad of that, for we wish no harm

to the British."

I was anxious to learn if my intelligent friend,

the quarantine officer, believed this yarn, so I

asked him if it were true that a Turkish war-

vessel had actually driven a British ironclad out

of the Bay of Antioch. He did not reply, but

he smiled sweetly, and offered me a cigarette,

although the twinkle in his eye said as plainly

as words :

" What do you think ?
"

This same precious little Turkish gunboat

was coming from Cyprus to Alexandretta when

the coal gave out. The captain and one of the

officers got into a small boat and came to Alex-

andretta for a barge of coal. The Turkish gov-

ernment's credit does not seem to be extra good

even in its own dominions. The man who had

the coal refused to part with it unless on a cash

basis. The captain stormed and threatened

vengeance from Stamboul, but the coal owner

was a citizen of a foreign power and proved

immovable, and was not to be terrorised by

Stamboul.

" No cash, no coal," was his motto. The

captain, finding him obdurate, took up a collection
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among his officers and offered this money to the

coal merchant, saying he would pay the rest on

a certain date. But coal is valuable on the

Syrian coast, and the coal merchant wouldn't

trust the government for one piastre, where-

upon the captain got a big whip, went among

the inhabitants of Alexandretta with it, and by

means of persuasion by the lash collected

enough funds to get his steamer into the port.

And this is the boat that terrorises all the

navies of the w^rld along the coast of Asia

Minor.

Life would not be so very well worth living

along these shores were it not for the American

cruisers. The official Turk has a dread of these

snow-white steamers which is most salutary.

It is well that this is so, for in quite recent

times the American consuls and vice-consuls

have had a hard time of it.

When the minister of any country is a close

personal friend of the Sultan, the other citizens

of that country, in the outlying districts, had

better take to the woods. The idea seems to

have got abroad, among the kaimakams and

other officials, that, while it was dangerous to

meddle with an Englishman, you could do pretty
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much what you liked with an American. The

cruisers, however, mitigated this belief, and also

did things which failed to appear in the official

despatches to the government at Washington.

I don't know in what form the captain of a

cruiser sends in his report, but perhaps it might

take some such shape as this, in reporting an

incident that actually occurred :

"The kaimakam of the port of Nix having

thrown some obstacles in the way of the Rev.

Mr. Blank, an American citizen, in relation

to the school established at this place, the

Rev. Mr. Blank made complaint to me through

his vice-consul, I happening to be in the port

for a few hours. When the kaimakam visited

me I expostulated with him, and explained to

him the right of domicile under which the Rev.

Mr. Blank is allowed to prosecute his duties in

this place. The kaimakam admitted that he

had acted without knowledge of the law, and

gave me his assurance that the rights of the

Rev. Mr. Blank would not be again infringed."

That sort of thing would read very nicely in

Washington, and could be filed away without

doing anybody any harm. A little error had

been committed by a Turkish official ; his
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attention had been called to it, and he ex-

pressed his regret, making instant amends.

Now, what really happened was this : The
kaimakam had made up his mind that the Rev.

Mr. Blank was to be driven out of the port of

Nix by fair means or foul, and so his life was

made a hell on earth. He complained to the

vice-consul, who reported the matter to his

minister at Constantinople, who returned a

soothing answer, saying that perhaps the Rev.

Mr. Blank had not been as tactful toward the

officials as he should have been, and asking

the vice-consul to smooth the matter out and

not to make a fuss.

The beauty of a Turkish telegraph office is

that the officials always know the purport of a

telegram before it reaches the person to whom
it is sent ; and this in spite of the fact that an

official telegram forwarded by a consul or vice-

consul must be delivered without delay. The
kaimakam thereupon proceeds to make it still

hotter for the Rev. Mr. Blank, and the vice-

consul, knowing how matters stand at Constan-

tinople, is well aware that further appeals will

be useless. But American vice-consuls are

ingenious men, and well aware that there exist
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other ways of killing a clog than by the butter-

choking method.

The wink was tipped to the captain of a

cruiser, whose name I omit, and that cruiser

promptly dropped around to the port of Nix.

The long-boat was lowered, almost before the

cruiser had stopped; a young naval officer,

decked out in full uniform, landed with a for-

midable array of stalwart sailors and commanded
the kaimakam, with his chief underlings, to

come aboard within the hour and have a little

talk with the captain. As the cruiser was

cleared for action, and as force is the only

thing a kaimakam understands, he came obse-

quiously on board with his following. The
marines were drawn up armed in formidable

array, and the trembling kaimakam was re-

ceived by the stern captain, in full uniform,

standing with his hand resting on the muzzle of

a quick-firing gun.

" Look here," said the captain to the inter-

preter, " tell this man that I don't talk Turkish

worth a hang, but this thing does," whereupon

he patted fondly the barrel of the gun. " If he

doesn't promise instantly to let alone a citizen of

the United States, I'm here to shell his town."
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When this truculent message was translated

to the trembling kaimakam, that official at once

prostrated himself on the white boards of the

cruiser's deck, beat his forehead against them,

and swore by Allah and the Prophet that he

would hereafter be the best friend the Rev. Mr.

Blank ever had. And it is a fact that the Rev.

Mr. Blank has been unmolested ever since, while

it is another fact that the captain of that cruiser

greatly distinguished himself in the recent Span-

ish-American war, as indeed a man who could

talk like that would be very apt to do.

Another American cruiser nipped in the bud

a massacre which would doubtless have taken

place had slow diplomatic methods been re-

sorted to. There is an American who lives

on the coast and carries on a large business.

He and another are the only white men in the

town. Their two families are the only English-

speaking people for miles around. One clay

there came wailing down the mountain road

to the coast, a terrified collection of children,

some of them cut and bleeding. A massacre

had taken place up in the mountains, and this

was the remnant of it.

The American took these children into his
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compound, made beds for them in his sheds,

and attended to the wounded as well as he

could, assisted by his family. The officials

made a demand for the children ; they would

take care of them, they said, which was doubt-

less an accurate statement. The American

refused to give them up, and the kaimakam

appealed by telegraph to Stamboul. One or

two of the children died that night, and next

morning, luckily, an English steamer came

along, and the captain, on hearing how things

stood, came ashore himself with a body of his

sailors and took the children on board.

The unfortunate waifs were placed in charge

of an English charitable society at Beyrout, by

which they are probably taken care of to-day,

their parents all being dead. The authorities

of the place bitterly resented this rescue, and

doubtless Constantinople was not too well

pleased, for if massacres are to be accom-

plished they should be done cleanly, because

allowing fragments to escape in this way leads

to these matters getting into the European

papers and making trouble.

The American received an official censure for

his conduct, and was told not to meddle with
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internal politics, which was exceeding good ad-

vice. Two days later one of his most trusted

employees entered his office and said, with tears

and trembling, that the mountaineers who had

committed the former up-country outrage were

assembled, all fully armed, hiding in the mosques,

led by the authorities, and that after three days

they were to be turned loose in this town, when

there would be no more interference with local

politics.

The American knew that there was no use in

telegraphing. The Turkish authorities would

make ample apologies to the American gov-

ernment, and doubtless pay compensation, but

that would be of small advantage to a man who,

with his family, had been wiped out. He knew

that an American cruiser was lying in a bay

some miles away, and the question was, how to

get to her. The coast was guarded so closely

that not even a small boat could get out. The
American had a boat of his own, but every time

he put out into the waters of the Mediterra-

nean he had to get permission from the Turkish

authorities.

Luckily the nights were very dark, and as his

compound reached down to the water's edge,
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his oldest son agreed to make an attempt to

communicate with the American cruiser. It

happened to be a calm, still night with a light

breeze blowing offshore. Father and son,

under cover of the darkness, shoved the boat

into the water with as little noise as possible,

and the young man crawled into it, not daring

to hoist sail or move an oar, forced to content

himself with lying still in the bottom of the boat

until she drifted leisurely far out into the sea.

Once out of the influence of the mountain

range, the western breeze became stronger, and

the young man cautiously raised his lateen sail.

After that everything was straight going, until,

shortly after midnight, he saw dimly ahead of

him the great white bulk of the American

cruiser, and a moment later was challenged

by the watch on deck. " I am so-and-so," he

shouted up from his little shell upon the face

of the dark waters. "The captain knows my
father. I must speak to the captain at once."

A few moments later the captain was leaning

over the bulwarks.

"What's the trouble, my boy? " he asked.

"There's going to be a massacre," answered

the boy, " and father thinks it is directed against
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us. The mosques are full of armed savages from

the mountains, ready to be let loose on the town.

Father knew there was no use of telegraphing,

so I managed to slip away when darkness set

in, and here I am. Can you come around with

the cruiser ?

"

" You bet !
" cried the captain, emphatically.

"That's what we are here for. Get your boat

alongside, and we'll hoist it in on board."

In an incredibly short time the banked fires

were raked down and all aglow, and the cruiser,

with all lights masked, steamed swiftly and si-

lently across the section of the Mediterranean

that was before her.

The boy told me, with tears in his eyes, how
his heart leaped when from the prow of the

cruiser he saw two lights burning side by side

in an upper window of his father's house, for

this had been the prearranged signal. If

everything was all right two lights were to be

burned ; if the compound was attacked, one

light only, and speed was necessary ; if the

house were in darkness, then they had been

vanquished, and the cruiser had arrived too

late.

" Now, my boy," said the captain, as the
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cruiser, with engines stopped, moved with les- /

sening speed into the hay, " I'll blind the eyes

of our friends the Turks with my searchlight,

while you steal up to the foot of your father's

garden in your boat, and then the authorities

will think we have just happened around

here."

The first intimation the American family had

of the arrival of the cruiser was the sudden daz-

zling white blaze of the searchlight enveloping

their house ; then it ranged the town from end

to end and illuminated the high mountains

beyond.

" It was like the finger of God on the hills,"

said the boy's mother to me.

While the boy slipped ashore in the darkness,

the searchlight lit up the town, flashing here and

there like a streaming banner of glory, bringing

out the houses, the towers, and minarets into

relief as if it were a gigantic stereopticon.

Finally it rested fair on the mosque and

remained stationary there, as a gentle hint to

the occupants that the captain knew precisely

where the storm-centre was. The kaimakam

and his subordinates shrugged their shoulders

and knew that once more fate had interfered.
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"The gods of the Christians have come," he

said, resignedly.

In the gray daylight the mountaineers, in

groups or singly, wended their way back into

the mountains. The gods of the Christians

had come, and it was no use struggling against

Kismet.

Along that terrible coast the English-speaking

race stand shoulder to shoulder together, in spite

of any differences their respective countries may
be having. An Englishman in trouble, and out

of the range of his own consular service, never

thinks of appealing to a Russian, French, or

German consul or captain, but always to an

American official, if he is within the radius of

communication. In like manner the American

makes complaint to the English official.

Since the Greco-Turkish war, English pres-

tige has undoubtedly fallen tremendously all

over Turkey. The officials themselves are

beginning to believe that if they tackled the

old lion of the West they would have enough

help from other European nations to secure

victory for the Crescent. This belief, culminat-

ing in the massacre of British soldiers in Crete,

has doubtless had a setback since the hanging
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of the Moslems implicated. Nevertheless,

even in the worst times for British prestige,

a Turkish official thinks twice before interfer-

ing with a British vice-consul, not to mention

the higher diplomatic officers who represent

the little island.

Britain is usually quick to respond to a com-

plaint of one of her servants, and the Turks,

knowing this, are cautious. The American

vice-consul, however, has sometimes not been

so fortunate, especially when his minister hap-

pened to be an intimate friend of the Sultan.

When this is the case there is trouble for

American consuls and vice-consuls along this

turbulent coast.

In one particular spot the kaimakam had

been exceedingly insulting to the American

vice-consul, and the unfortunate man had no

redress. The wily kaimakam knew better than

to interfere with the British vice-consul, but

nevertheless there were some questions out-

standing between them, and there was one

thing the kaimakam had not counted upon,

which was the esteem and friendship which

the British vice-consul had for his American

confrere.
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Suddenly the British vice-consul brought up

one of those outstanding unsettled questions,

received the usual evasive reply from the kai-

makam, telegraphed through the proper chan-

nels to England, saying there was no doing

anything with this kaimakam. Whereupon

England at once communicated with Constanti-

nople, and the kaimakam' s official head came

off before that astonished individual realised

what had struck him. However, Constantinople

made no secret of the fact that his degradation

was due to the British vice-consul. All this

surprised the kaimakam, because the question

on which he fell was of no particular impor-

tance. It had been amicably discussed in the

usual languid, Oriental way, often and often,

without showing any signs of becoming acute.

The kaimakam forthwith went to the British

consul, abased himself on the floor at his feet,

asking what his servant had done to bring

resentment upon him, offered to settle anything

in any way that would be pleasing to the con-

sul, if that official would but take angered Eng-

land off his back. The British official said he

would do his best, but mentioned incidentally

that the American vice-consul was a great friend
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of his, who had had a bad time all on account

of this same kaimakam.

The Turk was quick to see how the land lay,

and at once promised that he would make the

place a heaven on earth for the American con-

sul, did reinstatement ensue, whereupon the

British vice-consul set the wires in motion

again, said that the kaimakam had made ample

amends, and that probably there would be less

trouble with him in future than with a stranger.

So the kaimakam got back his place of honour

and profit, and the American consul has had

nothing to complain of since.

This is another of the incidents which do not

appear in the archives of either country exactly

as it took place, but nevertheless the action

tended toward peace and quietness and good-

will in this remote section of the Turkish

Empire.

The official Turk naturally dislikes all the

numerous schools and schoolmasters which

England and America have imposed upon him

in various parts of the land of the Crescent.

As a general rule, the local official Turk knows

that he may harry missionaries and school-

masters as much as he pleases so long as no
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diplomatic complaints are made, but he has to

walk gingerly, because he is well aware that if a

protest is made his official life will be shortened.

The teachers who exile themselves far away

from home and friends, in order to instruct the

youth of Syria, are mostly devout, earnest per-

sons, willing to sacrifice health and strength

and even life itself if they can ameliorate in

some measure the hard lot of the poor people

among whom they labour.

These teachers are the last persons to make
complaint to their consuls of any personal suffer-

ings they may have 10 undergo, depending rather

on the mercy of Providence than the strength

of their country, and it is only when they see

brutal fanaticism destroying the result of their

work or nullifying their efforts that they reluc-

tantly make an appeal to international law. This

is a patient frame of mind that the official Turk
never seems to be able to distinguish from

cowardice and lack of protection. And so to

his after regret he often interferes where he

karns he had no right to intermeddle.

Very often the teacher or missionary does

not complain, but some friend who knows the

circumstances says a word in the right quarter,
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then the Turkish official wishes he had let well

enough alone. The most interesting instance

of this kind that came to my knowledge, during

my sojourn along the coast, was the case of

a mild little old English lady, who for years

has kept a bit of a school on her own account

in one of the towns of Syria. She is uncon-

nected with any of the large missions, educa-

tional or religious, but keeps on in her own
quiet little way, paying all the expenses of so

doing, for she is rich, and belongs to one of

the noted old families in England. The Turks

know that she has little communication with

any of the English or American colonies. She

is as innocent and seems as helpless as one of

the doves that flutter about Jerusalem, and

naturally the local Jack-in-office sees no reason

why he should not harry her.

But whatever her powerful relatives think of

her wisdom in immolating herself among the

extreme poor of Syria, when she might be

enjoying her wealth and ancestral home in

England, they do not lose sight of her, and,

unknown to herself, a friendly eye keeps guard.

She manages a sort of kindergarten for very

young children, all of whom are devoted to her,
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as are their parents, if they but dared to give

expression to their feelings. She lives among

them, visits the sick, succours the penniless, and

has done so for years. The official Turk views

all this with suspicious eyes ; he knows sedition

lurks somewhere in such an objectless life. He
demands backsheesh upon occasion, and the

celerity with which she uncomplainingly com-

plies confirms his distrust, and strengthens his

belief that there is some deep design underneath

all her conduct. Then, not knowing the fate

of his predecessor, for Turkish power from

Stamboul strikes like lightning and gives no

reason, he suddenly turns the troops on her.

They break up the school, and often the fur-

niture as well, scatter the frightened pupils,

threaten the parents, and the old woman sits

disconsolate among the ruins of her hopes. Her
only weapon is prayer ; her only trust is in the

divine justice of God, and to that alone she

appeals.

She prays that the hearts of the authorities

may be softened. She is like a motherly old

hen whose chicks have been scattered by the

down-swoop of a fierce hawk. But under the sea

and over the land there is flying on the wings
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of electricity a cabalistic word. The little old

woman has a relative high in authority in the

British government. A stern despatch goes

to Constantinople demanding reparation and

explanation, immediate and complete. 1 can

imagine the official on the Bosphorus throw-

ing up his hands in despair, crying, " Allah

and the Prophet ! Why can't they let the old

woman alone ? The British fleet will be mo-

bilised next, through the stupidity of that

kaimakam !

"

Then from Stamboul, for the Turk knows

nothing of the Western appellation, Constan-

tinople, descends the whip-lash of official fury

across the face of the amazed kaimakam.

When he recovers his scattered senses, he

goes to the old lady and abases himself,

grovels and pleads with her to forgive him.

He and his assistants put the schoolroom to

rights once more, and gather the children

together as if they were the most precious

of jewels. Curiously enough, if a Turkish

official could by any possibility tell the truth,

he might perhaps help himself, but he thinks

she knows all about it, and is now convinced

that she is even more crafty than he at first
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suspected, so wishes to curry favour by pre-

tending that he is doing all this on his own

account, and not through terror ; while she,

good lady, understands nothing of his official

jeopardy, and merely sees in his actions the

working of a contrite heart, awakened through

her prayers to a sense of justice and mercy.

I am pleased to say that for some years now

the little old lady has not been molested, and it

is supposed that each succeeding official gets

the straight tip that this apparently insignificant

morsel of humanity is more dangerous than as

much dynamite. I saw her moving serenely

about unscathed in slums that a brave man

would scarcely venture through alone, the

blessed light of Christian benevolence toward

all mankind beaming from her angelic wrinkled

face ; but invisible behind her stalked the gigan-

tic figure of John Bull, an expression on his

brow that said, "Touch her who dares. She

is mine."
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CHAPTER VII.

Loading Oranges at Sidon — The London of Ancient Days
— A Town of Mosques — Jaffa and Napoleon— A Disas-

trous American Pilgrimage — An American Locomotive

Pulls Pilgrims to Jerusalem— The Glib Guides to the

Holy Land.

IT was a beautiful evening when we dropped

anchor in the harbour of Sidon. We were to

take on a quantity of oranges here, and fill up

the remaining space with the same fruit at

Jaffa. The loaded orange barges were waiting

for us, and even before the anchor was let go

they came racing toward us. I wonder why,

before I visited this region, I had imbibed the

notion that the labouring man of the East was

lazy. I never before saw such energy displayed

by any body of men, or work carried on with

greater fury or more hullabaloo. One would

think that the day of judgment had been an-

nounced, and that these people were anxious

to get things cleared up before the trumpet

196
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sounded. The eddies from the screw had not

ceased swirling when a dozen orange - laden

barges were alongside, fighting for first place.

Then as the huge piles of orange boxes were

swung around over the hatchway, and lowered

into the black hold, the contrast between the

calm, deliberate English crew and the wild,

vociferating, jabbering natives in the barges

was most striking. The British tar looked

with a cool contempt on these brown, bare-

legged, gesticulating human windmills, who
scrambled like monkeys up to the deck, hang-

ing on by any rope or chain that gave a hold

for their hands. The serene and collected

watchman did not explain to the natives that

they had no right on deck, he took it for

granted they knew that, which it was quite

possible that they did ; so when a head appeared

above the gunwale, a sailor with great deliber-

ation would place a powerful hand against the

intruder's breast, and hurl him down on top

of his orange boxes again, or with a plump and

scream into the water. All were shrieking

simultaneous appeals to the captain, complain-

ing of their treatment, or protesting that their

boats had been shoved out of place, but the
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captain was used to this sort of thing, and paid

no attention to it. As soon as a barge was

empty it fought its way out from among the

others that were all struggling for its aban-

doned position, using language incessantly that

was, doubtless, quite as bad as it sounded,

for these barefooted pirates are proficient in

profanity.

Sidon, from the ship's deck, was as lovely a

place as could well be imagined, and if it were

not so far away from any civilised country

would be an ideal winter resort. Northward

stretched a broad beach of firm yellow sand,

bordered on the land side by luxuriant tropical

vegetation, and washed on the other by the

gentle blue waves of the Mediterranean. This

stretch of sand seemed to be part of the coast

highway, for laden camels stalked slowly and

with dignified strides toward, or from, the

the ancient city. Behind the white houses of

the town of Sidon rose, in gentle slopes, the

green hills. In the immediate foreground,

crowning the promontory of an artificial pen-

insula, stood a huge ruined castle, partially

destroyed, I was told, by British cannon, and

never since repaired by the Turks, although a
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Turkish garrison inhabited the dilapidated shell.

A broken stone causeway leads from it to the

town. Another stretch of sand runs along the

front of the ancient town itself, and here, in

the shallow water, the flat-bottomed barges are

run ashore and loaded with orange boxes. It

is hard to believe that this little town once

ruled the world, before London was thought

of, and that the grounds on which the former

metropolis stood are now occupied by luxuriant

fruit gardens, growing oranges and lemons, to

the sale of which the townspeople now owe
their subsistence. One thing is certain, that

when London withdraws from the business of

being a city, oranges cannot be raised on its

site, although the inhabitants may be able to do

something in cabbage or turnips. Sidon was

the capital of Phoenicia, and the Phoenicians

were the English of the East in early times,

great business people, great navigators, great

merchants, and great colonisers. At this spot

glass is supposed to have been invented or dis-

covered. Some Phoenician merchants, it is said,

camping out on these very sands which fringe

the northward coast, made fires between blocks

of nitron, and thus the carbonate of soda, fused
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by heat with the sand on which it rested,

formed glass, and for centuries Sidon was the

chief centre of the glass industry. Men from

Sidon began the mining for tin in Cornwall,

and so it will be seen that Sidonians went far

afield, as it was considered in those clays, in

quest of that cash for which people are still

searching. Here weights and measures were

inaugurated, and Sidon is supposed to have sent

out the alphabet into the world, thereby making

trouble for the younger generation of all coun-

tries, and rendering possible the yellow journals

of to-day. Therefore we have much to bless

and curse Sidon for. Sidon had a king of its

own, and it was also the first republic. The

town has seen many a hard fight, and has been

taken and retaken times without number, fight-

ing sometimes with its neighbour Tyre, and

often with outsiders. Sidon had also the great-

est fleet of ancient times, and this constitutes

another likeness to the British. If Phoenicia

had been true to its fleet, it would, perhaps,

have been in its full strength to-day, but Tyre

foolishly dismissed the fleet, which gave Alex-

ander the command of the sea, and led to its

own downfall, whereby eight thousand of its
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inhabitants were put to the sword, and thirty

thousand sold as slaves. Britons sing that

they absolutely refuse to become slaves, and

so they should take warning from Tyre and

Sidon, and maintain their fleet.

Distance lends enchantment to the view of

Sidon, and once the traveller has entered its nar-

row streets the illusion of beauty is gone. Here,

more than anywhere else that I visited, does

one get the full benefit of the calls to prayer.

The town is so small, and the mosques so nu-

merous, that one hears the callers all at the

same time, pacing as they do around the circular

balconies of the high minarets, each trying to

outsing the other. These heavenly criers break

out simultaneously with a suddenness that

startles the unaccustomed tourist, who thinks

for a moment that something has gone wrong

with the upper works of the city, or that a great

fire has broken out, whereas it is merely a sort

of insurance against fire in the future.

It was just daylight when the engines of the

steamer ceased working opposite the well-known

and justly celebrated town of Jaffa, and very

striking the city looked with its houses appar-

ently piled up on the precipice that faces the
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sea, the town itself dark, and only the outline

of it in sharp relief against the orange and

crimsoning sky to the east, where the sun was

shortly to rise. A low line of black rock, like

a fierce and jagged set of teeth, over which the

foamy waves were snarling, fronts the entire

length of the town, leaving a patch of still water

between the reef and the shore, communicating

with the outer sea by one narrow, dangerous

passage. Here, as at Sidon, the orange barges

clustered turbulently around us, even before the

ship had stopped, trying hard to throw ropes

aboard that would catch on something and draw

the craft alongside of the slowing ship. Here,

too, came to the gangway the lengthy passenger

boats of the tourist agencies, seemingly over-

manned, with ten or a dozen rowers. This

meant Jerusalem and a keen competition for our

custom. I had no idea there were so many
tourist agencies in existence as now professed

themselves, through their representatives, ready

to guide us speedily and well over whatever

section of the Holy Land we desired to visit.

For protection against the others, I put myself

into the hands of Rollo Floyd, and afterward

found no cause to regret it.
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Mr. Floyd is an American, and his interesting

career is a striking example of the genius of

this great people. The average American has

an open mind regarding almost every subject.

The big country having cut itself loose from the

traditions of the old world more than a century

ago, refuses to be hampered by them, and con-

sequently is ready to try all things. The Amer-

ican mind, being the most inventive that is at

present on earth, has given us many of those

labour-saving machines which are the wonder of

the modern world, — the telegraph, the tele-

phone, with various other applications of elec-

tricity, the fast printing-press, the typewriter,

the phonograph, the air-brake, and that sort of

thing. This genius naturally tails off into per-

petual-motion machines, Keely motors, and vari-

ous fads, which are more useful as a foundation

for sensational newspaper articles than for any

other purpose in the work of the world. Per-

haps the clearness and stimulating qualities of

the air in the United States has something to

do with the extra fertility of the brain, and then

this open-mindedness on the part of the average

citizen, of which I have spoken, offers a fertile

field for the implanting of any new suggestion.
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When the inventive brain of America disdains

anything so material as machinery, it turns

naturally toward the constructing of religions.

I suppose there are more religions invented in

America in a year than exist in all other parts

of the world put together. Many of these relig-

ions are mere flashes in the pan, and, having

only a limited number of followers, die a nat-

ural death, others stick and flourish. While

the broad East is content with one or two re-

ligions, the broad West numbers hers by hun-

dreds. Thus we have Mormonism, Spiritualism,

Shakerism, and dozens of other isms, ending

up with the most deadly of all, Christian Science
;

and the latter, being utterly incomprehensible

to any sane mind, claims to number adherents

to the extent of one or two millions.

Mr. Rollo Floyd is in Palestine to-day, because

in his youth he fell a victim to one of the

numerous ephemeral religious inventions. In

cold and stony Maine, of all places in the world,

this novel belief started, that Christ was about

to return to the Holy Land, and it was neces-

sary for those who wished to be saved to be

there to meet their Redeemer. This was thirty

or forty years ago, and enough devotees were

/
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got together to equip for themselves and their

families a sailing ship. They took pine lumber

with them in the hold of the ship, for the build-

ing of houses after the American plan. The

American consul, who was supposed to have

made arrangements for their reception, was a

Jew. One might have imagined that it would

occur to neighbours of Artemus Ward, who was

then in the height of his fame, that there was

something humorous, or at least incongruous,

in a Jew being expected to make satisfactory

arrangements for the reception of Christian

pilgrims about to wait the second coming of a

Messiah in whom the Jews did not believe, and

that too under the dominion of the Turk, who

despised both Jew and Christian. Anyhow, the

result was most unsatisfactory to the pilgrims,

although it is hinted that the Jew emerged from

his position with some augmentation to his

thrifty bank account. The pilgrims were not

allowed to enter Jaffa, but were compelled to

camp out on the sands of the seashore, where

many died from exposure and want. I believe

that Secretary Seward sent a ship to take back

the remnant to the United States. Some, how-

ever, remained in Jaffa, of whom Rollo Floyd
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is the last survivor, and their wooden houses are

still to be seen, looking like the cottages of an

American village, and seeming strangely out

of place in that ancient Biblical city.

Jaffa has been so long in the business it pos-

sesses many names. A tourist is made happy

by the fact that he may call it almost anything

and still be reasonably right. It is termed

Yafa, Jaffa, or Joppa, and various other things.

The name Jaffa is said to signify the "beauti-

ful," and is also said to have been derived from

Japhet, the son of Noah, but as Jaffa is supposed

to have been a city long before the flood, there

must be a mistake somewhere in attributing the

name to Japhet. Being so old, many things have

happened here. The classic tale of Androm-

eda and the Dragon finds its location in the

rocks in front of Jaffa. Here Perseus rescued

her, turning the Dragon to stone by exhibiting

to him the snake-encircled head of the Medusa,

and Perseus was not the first man to play one

woman off against another. Down to three

hundred years ago chains and an iron ring

attached to these rocks were shown in corrob-

oration of this story, but some thrifty native

has sold them for old iron, and now the unas-
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sisted tourist has some difficulty in crediting

the legend. However, there are chains and an

anchor on these rocks belonging to a recently

wrecked French steamer, so perhaps in time

this hardware will reembellish the fable.

It was to this port that Hiram, King of Tyre,

sent his rafts of timber from the forests of Leb-

anon, to help build Solomon's temple. From
here Jonah started on his disastrous voyage,

and at the house of Simon the tanner Peter

saw the great sheet filled with animals let down

from heaven. On the sand-hills near the shore

is pointed out the spot where Napoleon massa-

cred in cold blood from two thousand to four

thousand Turkish and Albanian troops who had

surrendered as prisoners of war, and in the

Armenian monastery, through which the stran-

ger is led, it is alleged that he poisoned a num-

ber of his own soldiers who were suffering from

the plague.

The railway from Jaffa to Jerusalem is not as

picturesque as the one from Beyrout to Da-

mascus, still there is some arid rocky scenery

toward the Jerusalem end of the line which is

well worth seeing. At the Jaffa railway station

the toot of the locomotive had a hoarse, familiar
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sound to me, and, on going forward to investi-

gate, I found that the engine was an old Bald-

win locomotive made in Philadelphia, with a

deep roaring whistle, very different from the

shrill scream of an English continental engine.

The engines on this line were made in America

for the Panama Canal, and after being aban-

doned they were finally transported to Palestine,

to end their days in hauling people from Jaffa

to Jerusalem, and vice versa. The opening of

the railway has conventionalised the entrance

to the Holy City, but nevertheless it is a boon

to those who are pressed for time. The rail-

way station of Jerusalem looks something like

a station at a rural village in France, as indeed

it well may, for I understand the railway is

owned by a French company. Outside the

station stands collected the most ramshackle

conglomeration of vehicles to be seen any-

where in the world. The cabs look as if

they had done service in half a dozen different

cities, and, finally having been cast off as useless,

were then sent to Jerusalem. The horses are

meagre scarecrows, and for some reason or

other the drivers lash these unfortunate animals

to the highest speed they are capable of, dash
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down the steep hill across a viaduct that forms a

dam to a large pond, then up the slope at a gal-

lop to the Jaffa gates. One would think the

animals would not have life or strength enough

to make the attempt, but probably if it were not

for the headlong plunge down the hill there

would not be momentum enough left in the

horses to ascend the opposite inclined plain.

Jerusalem is popularly supposed to be owned

by the Turks, but it really belongs to the tour-

ist agencies, and there are so many of them that

competition is exceedingly bitter. To realise

the possibilities of language, so far as invective

is concerned, one must hear one Jerusalem guide

give his opinion of another. Their verbiage is

largely interspersed by quotations from Scrip-

ture, for the Jerusalem guide has the Bible at his

tongue's end and can't get through a sentence

without an extract from Holy Writ. " That," he

exclaims, pointing to a tree perhaps a century

old, " is the tree on which Judas Iscariot hanged

himself. See Matthew xxvii., fifth."

And so it goes with everything exhibited.

Sometimes there is a string of quotations as

long as your arm, all glibly reeled off with the

speed of a boy saying his multiplication table.
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At Jaffa we had been loaded up with cards giv-

ing the merits of this man or that, as dragoman

to the Holy City. Lavish and laudatory testi-

monials were printed on these leaflets, and be-

fore I reached Jerusalem I had a fair working

knowledge of the claims of each man for

preference. Many of the guides themselves

boarded the train at intermediate stations,

coming down from Jerusalem and lying in wait

for us. When Smith volubly approached me

and asked to be engaged during my stay in

Jerusalem, I told him I had some thought of

engaging Brown.

" Brown !
" cried Smith, with ineffable con-

tempt in gesture and tone. " Brown ! he is no

guide ; he doesn't know more than a hundred

and twenty-seven texts from Scripture, and

most of them wrong."

The Swiss guides have contests among

themselves to determine which is possessed

of the greater endurance in rock climbing or

snow travelling, but the Jerusalem guides, Smith

informs me, have contests on the texts from the

Old and New Testaments, something like the

spelling-matches in the days of our youth. The

guides stand up in a row and give chapter and
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verse and the words that belong to them. The

man whose stock is first exhausted is the first

to sit down, and so on, until only one remains

on his feet. Smith had testimonials to show

that he had taken more prizes than any other

guide, but so had Brown when I tackled him,

and he laughed to scorn Smith's claim to be

able to recite the New Testament from begin-

ing to end.



CHAPTER VIII.

Jerusalem the Golden— The Holy City of Three National-

ities — The Mosque of Omar— The Holy Sepulchre—
The Mountain of Light— Lovely Bethlehem— A Strange

Fraternity — What Are the Wild Waves Saying at Jaffa ?

JERUSALEM is remarkable in that it is not

only the Holy City of the Christians, and

the Holy City of the Jews, but also one of the

holy cities of the Moslems, ranking next to

Mecca and Medina, so it may well be termed

the capital of the religious world.

We were first taken to the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre, a bewildering place at the hour

we visited it, for half a dozen religious sects were

simultaneously engaged in their devotions in the

different portions of the building allotted to them,

the Greek Church having the largest and most

cathedral-like chapel, while the Coptic Church

worshipped noisily in a little cave, the rocky

walls of which were barely high enough to allow

a man to stand upright when he entered. The
220
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Holy Sepulchre itself is down in a little cramped

cellar reached by stooping and squeezing through

a narrow entrance that was scarcely wide enough

for two to pass each other. It is a wonder that

the pilgrims venturing therein are not suffocated,

for the place is always packed full, is practically

without ventilation, and has innumerable candles

burning. A woman fainted while I was there,

either through excess of religious emotion or

because of the vitiated air, and it was with the

utmost difficulty that she could be removed

before being trampled to death.

The Protestant Church seems not to be rec-

ognised by the authorities, and there is no Prot-

estant chapel near the Holy Sepulchre. By the

entrance to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre,

on mats sit, cross-legged, the Turkish guards

with their guns over their knees. They sit

there dark, impassive, and motionless, unless

a row begins. It would be interesting to know

what their opinions are regarding this turmoil

of sect which they are there to quell whenever

it passes bounds that lead to a breach of the

peace. Sometimes a free fight occurs, leading

to loss of life, and many morals have been

drawn, not to the advantage of the Christian,
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in that the Mohammedan has but one God and

one prophet, wherever the name of Allah and

Mahomet is revered. I believe, however, that

it is a mistake to suppose that there are not

sects among the Mohammedans as among the

Christians, and in the pilgrimages to Mecca

these sects are often at variance, arguing the

matter out with spear, dagger, or musket. So

it is doubtful if the Mohammedan has any advan-

tage over the Christian in the matter of diver-

gence of view.

From the holy place of the Christians we

went to the holy place of the Moslems, the

celebrated Mosque of Omar, supposed to stand

on the site of Solomon's temple. It was en-

tered through a long, dark tunnel, like a sugges-

tion of the underground railway. Visitors must

be accompanied by a kavass from their Lega-

tion, and the kavass adds solemnity and dignity

to the party. He was a tall, stately man, garbed

wonderfully, displaying on the back of his gar-

ment the arms of the country he represents

done in gorgeous embroidery. He wears a

formidable half-moon sword, and is all in all

an impressive-looking personage. He expects

five francs for his trouble, and stalks silently
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beside the party, and is an ornamental rather

than a useful appendage of the excursion.

It is not many years since no Christian foot

was allowed to enter the sacred precincts of the

celebrated mosque ; it was death to trespass.

But now these relics of barbarism are becoming

fewer and fewer on the face of the earth, thanks

to the Circular Tickets, personally conducted

parties, and the unlimited desire for backsheesh.

The stone-paved grounds of the mosque are

very extensive but the mosque itself seems

small until you have entered it. At the door

the visitor must put on over his boots coarse

slippers of sacking, so that the sacredness of

the spot may not be desecrated by alien foot.

The party has a grotesque appearance as it

shuffles along with these sacks tied around

their feet. Every now and then one slips off,

and the unfortunate tourist hops about on one

foot, fearful of the consequences if he places the

sole of his boot on the floor. But nothing par-

ticular happens if this is expertly done, for the

good-natured custodian of the mosque is always

at hand to readjust the sack and accept a fee

for doing so. He did not appear in the least

disturbed by any desecration that might have
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accidentally taken place. In fact he was a hu-

morous individual and evidently had no bigoted

belief in the sanctity of the mosque. He laughed

heartily when he pounded his fists against the

walls of the cave beneath, so that the hollow

sound produced by the blows would convince us

that the great rock under the dome was actually

suspended between heaven and earth, as he

alleged. I asked why they didn't take the wall

away and allow people to walk underneath the

rock, as that would be more convincing in a

skeptical age than even the sound of his hollow

blows. He smiled, and there was a suspicion

of a wink, as he said that the labyrinth beneath

the stone was so interminable that if people

were allowed in they would inevitably get lost.

I imagine that it is this rock that gives the

foundation to the legend about Mahomet's coffin

being suspended between heaven and earth.

The coffin rests securely at Medina,- and this

rock beneath the dome of the Mosque of Omar

is, as far as I know, the only material article in

the Moslem world that is suspended in the air like

a huge balloon. The legend of the sacred stone

is, that Mahomet was praying here when he was

translated to heaven. Such a whirlwind did he
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cause in his ascent that the stone followed him,

and the Archangel Michael, seeing that the

world was about to lose this holy rock, dropped

from heaven and stayed its progress by pressing

his three fingers on it, the indentations made by

his fingers being shown to believer and unbe-

liever alike.

But even this hallowed spot was not allowed

to the Moslems by the ubiquitous text-quoting

guide. The custodian of the mosque could not

understand English, so the guide was quite safe

in saying to us

:

" That's what they think, but we know better
;

read Genesis xx., first to nineteenth. This stone

is really Mount Moriah, on the top of which

Abraham was about to sacrifice his son."

And so he quoted verse after verse in cor-

roboration of his statement. Beside the railing:

round this gigantic stone is a slab of jasper into

which Mahomet drove nineteen golden nails, one

of which falls out at the close of each epoch,

and when the whole nineteen are gone, then

will come the end of the world. Only three

and a half are left, so the conclusion of all

things must be much nearer than most people

suppose.
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The custodian of the mosque told us that

the only way by which a Christian could reach

heaven was to place money on each one of these

golden nails. This being done by all of our

party, as a sort of insurance payment, the custo-

dian picked up the coins and put them in his

pocket, giving us a collective wink. I have

doubts of that Moslem's orthodoxy.

The large Mosque of El-Aksa has nothing of

the beauty of the Mosque of Omar, looking

more like a warehouse than a sacred temple. It

was built as a Christian church by the Emperor

Justinian and converted to Moslem usage by the

Kalif Omar. On its floor were a great number

of new carpets, sent over as a present by the

Sultan of Turkey, which seems to indicate that

his Majesty is short of money or that the carpet

trade has fallen off tremendously in these later

years. The rugs were coarse and crudely col-

oured, and not to be compared with the ancient

carpets we saw in other mosques from Cairo to

Jerusalem.

Under this mosque are cellars of vast extent,

forests of gigantic white pillars supporting the

roof. These cellars are called King Solomon's

stables, and the Saracens have used them for
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housing since Solomon's time. The Arabs hold

that these pillars were built by genii, whom Solo-

mon compelled to labour for him. Up above,

on a level with the Mosque of Omar, is the site

of the throne of Solomon, where he sat and

watched his demon workers. It is said that,

finding himself dying, the task still unfinished,

he propped himself up with his cane in this

throne and so died, the workers not knowing

that their release had come with his demise.

Not until the worms had eaten through the

staff so that the body fell forward did they

realise that their taskmaster was dead. Over

the site of King Solomon's chair a canopy has

been erected.

We quit the sacred precincts of the mosque

by a gate on the side facing the Mount of

Olives. Here we bade good-bye to our pictur-

esque and decorative kavass and mounted the

donkeys provided for us to make an excursion

across the valley of Jehoshaphat, through the

village of Bethany, and so up the Mount

of Olives, ascending its eastern slope. The

title of the mountain is no misnomer, for

olives flourish there now as abundantly as of

old.
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Russia has captured the Mount of Olives as

completely as she has Port Arthur, and has

built upon it a Greek church, two hospices, and

a very tall and extremely ugly tower, such as

might be erected at some purely commercial

international exhibition. The top is reached by

a winding staircase of iron.

The Arabs call the Mount of Olives "The
Mountain of Light," because the sun rising

behind it, as seen from Jerusalem, causes the

mountain to glow with the wonderful tints of

an Eastern sunrise. The view from the Mount

of Olives is certainly one of the most striking

that the traveller may meet anywhere. To the

west, over a wild hilly country, are seen the

rugged banks of the Jordan, although no

glimpse is had of the river itself ; farther

south is the blue disc of the Dead Sea, and

in this arid land the mere sight of water is a

delicious pleasure to the eye. Beyond the Dead

Sea rise the mountains of Moab, marvellous

in colour. Turning to the east, the immediate

foreground is taken up by the walled city of

Jerusalem spread out like a relief map. Jour-

neying down the Mount of Olives, we come to

the garden of Gethsemane, enclosed by an iron
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fence as modern as the Eiffel Tower and as

ugly as the Forth Bridge.

After all, the Turk is a patient man. Any-

thing more ridiculous in this sublime locality

than a party of tourists in modern dress,

mounted on ridiculous little donkeys that

show an inclination, every now and then, to

run away, the traveller, unaccustomed to such

exercise, holding on with much tugging and

many shouts, and feeling like a cockney at the

seaside, can hardly be imagined. That the

Turk does not rise and slaughter the whole

speaks much for his long-suffering if not for

his judgment.

Coming around the city up to the Jaffa gate,

we were overtaken by a clattering troop of

Arab horsemen, and ragged though the men
were, the contrast we presented to them was
painfully unflattering to us. The Arabs, seated

superbly on their splendid horses, their robes

fluttering picturesquely in the wind, their long

ornamented carabines slung over their shoul-

ders, with the fierce but noble expression of

their dark countenances, made a notable pic-

ture of grace of bearing and poetry of mo-

tion. They were doubtless a gang of thieves,
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but were none the less well worth looking

at.

The road from Bethlehem to Jerusalem is

probably the worst that exists on the face of

this earth. Nowhere else is an honest con-

tractor and a steam-roller needed so badly. The

thoroughfare is one continued mass of broken

stone, some one having stolen the money that

was allotted for the finishing of the road-bed.

The Turkish contractor thinks there is little

use in levelling a road himself when carriages

are compelled to pass over it which will ulti-

mately accomplish that task. The journey in

a carriage takes an hour and a half, and never

in a similar time have I heard so many quota-

tions from the Bible. We were on a historic

thoroughfare, every foot of which has its record

in Holy Writ. The Bible, after all, is still the

best guide to Palestine.

The village of Bethlehem is most beautifully

situated, crescent-shaped, on the brow of the

hill, looking across a vast, undulating country,

constantly lowering until it reaches the Dead

Sea, and then abruptly rising in the moun-

tains of Moab. Near the northern end of Beth-

lehem is situated David's Well, about which
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there is a beautiful story in II. Samuel xxiii.,

verses 14 to 17. (See how quickly one falls

into the habits of a guide
!
) The well was

closed when we arrived at the gate, but a

woman living in the house next adjoining in-

vited us to go to the housetop and peer over

the enclosure at it, and, owing to this kind

offer, we obtained a view of the interior of a

Palestine house.

Passing through a scantily furnished room,

that served as kitchen, dining, and living

room, we came out into a courtyard, and

mounted a flight of steps that led to the roof,

which was flat, and surrounded by a parapet.

It was easy to understand why the housetop

was a favourite spot in ancient times, as it is

to-day, for here one enjoys, to its fullest extent,

the cool evening air after a hot day.

There wasn't much to see about David's

Well, but we sat on the parapet and gazed

downward with delight at the charming village

of Bethlehem and the chromatic mountains

beyond. The five thousand inhabitants of

Bethlehem are nearly all Christian, and are

much superior as a class to the populace of

other places we had visited. Many of the
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women are strikingly beautiful. It is said that

these people are descended from the Crusaders,

who once rebuilt Bethlehem, although, like al-

most every other place in the East, it has been

destroyed again and again, the present town

being essentially modern. A number of Cru-

saders, it is alleged, getting tired of crusading,

which must have been at times a disappointing

occupation, settled down in this beautiful spot,

marrying Syrian or Saracenic women. The

Cave, which formed the stables of ancient days,

even as in other places of the present time,

presents to the stranger much the same appear-

ance as the interior of the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre,— an underground maze with a glare

of lamps and numerous candles. The site in

this instance, however, is considered more au-

thentic than that at Jerusalem. Indeed, Gen-

eral Gordon held that the Golgotha is situated

south of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre

outside the walls of Jerusalem, beyond the

Damascus Gate, and the shape of the hill

he has pointed out certainly resembles the

skull of an animal, and is generally known in

Jerusalem as " Gordon's Golgotha." As it is

entirely unoccupied by any sacred edifice, it
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gives a chance for some enthusiast, like the

Emperor William, to erect there a church,

whose title to being on the authentic spot will,

at least, be equal to that of the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre.

Returning to the city, we went, by the invi-

tation of Mr. Floyd, to visit one of the many

communities which exist in and around Jeru-

salem. Going out by the Damascus Gate we

came to a great excavation known as the Tombs

of the Kings. Descending a broad flight of

steps, which led to a black pool of water, we

turned to the left, and, passing under a beauti-

fully sculptured lintel, we saw the entrance to

the Tombs, which was so low that a man had

to stoop on hands and knees before going in,

after which he found himself in a spacious

chamber, hewn out of the solid rock. But

what struck me as most curious and explana-

tory was the stone which covered the low

mouth of this gigantic tomb ; it was shaped like

a huge grindstone, perfectly round, and perhaps

six inches thick. This circular granite disc ran

backward and forward in a niche cut for its

reception ; its runway was so smooth, and the

stone itself so perfectly rounded, that a man of
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moderate strength could roll it backward and

forward, closing the entrance to the tomb or

leaving it open at will. When I was a boy at

Sunday school, and read of the rolling away of

the stone from the Saviour's tomb, I imagined,

as probably most other people have done, that

the stone was a huge boulder which stopped

the entrance to a cave. Here, however, was

a true explanation, and at once the text became

illumined in my mind in a way it had never been

before.

Passing outward from these Tombs of the

Kings, we came to a large, square building,

which is the home of a community known in

Jerusalem as " The Americans," although it

now contains people of various nationalities.

The house surrounds a fine courtyard, in the

centre of which is a fountain, and about the

fountain luxuriant tropical foliage. We were

ushered into a spacious apartment, in which

about thirty or forty people, men and women,

were assembled, all enjoying a good talk and

afternoon tea. I don't think I quite under-

stood the modus operandi of this community,

but the company was certainly a very pleasant

one. Their object appears to be to do good all
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around, and charge nothing for it, and this

bewilders me as to the financial aspect of the

combination, for if there is no income I should

look for ultimate disaster. Many rich people

have joined, and, as one of the laws of society-

is that all one's wealth belongs to the commu-

nity, its existence may be guaranteed while the

cash thus obtained holds out, but if the supply

of wealthy adherents fail, then I cannot see

where their revenue is to come from. Many
of the ladies employ themselves in teaching in

the schools, which are entirely free to the

pupils. The members are celibates, and do

not believe in marriage or giving in marriage.

But whatever is the ultimate outcome of the

community, or whether they succeed in estab-

lishing a heaven on earth, as is their object,

they certainly form a very pleasant and happy

appearing family.

When we arrived at Jaffa, the rain was pour-

ing in torrents, and there was a wild sea on.

The waves were dashing over the Andromeda

rock in a most disquieting manner, especially to

a man who saw his ship riding at anchor half

a mile or so beyond. The boat in which I took

passage was manned by about a dozen stalwart
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rowers, and we set out in the teeth of the gale,

all singing monotonously. I asked the drago-

man what their song was, and he replied that

it was not a song at all, but a calling on their

Prophet to come to their aid. And indeed it

seemed that we would need all the outside help

we could get. The men pulled the boat through

the water at a great rate of speed, until we

came to the opening in the rock, and here the

passage is so narrow that they had to ship

their oars, and trust to the momentum of the

boat to carry her through. It certainly looked

like a most perilous situation, for we met a

huge green wave just at the mouth of the cut,

and for a moment I thought nothing could

save the boat from being dashed to pieces on

the rocks. However, we surmounted the wave,

and I had the pleasure of sitting in the stern

and gazing up to the sky, wondering why the

twelve men holding the oars did not drop down

on me, and the next instant I was up in the

sky gazing down at them, and so we sped

over the other side of the wave, where the oars

could be once more placed in the water. We
got clear of the rock, but now caught the full

force of the waves, coming the whole length of
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the Mediterranean. The rowers called more

and more loudly on their saint, but I was

pleased to notice they never relaxed their own
efforts. Flinging forward their long oars, they

sprang up with bare feet on the edge of the

seat before them, and threw their whole weight

into their work. Half-way between the shore

and the ship I began to give up all hope, but

the dragoman encouraged me by saying that he

had never lost a life, while the other tourist

agencies had, on various occasions, sacrificed

thirty or forty. This was cheerful, but it

seemed to me that the chances were his turn

was now coming. However, we got safely to

the steamer, after what I considered one of the

most awful voyages I had ever undertaken. I

shook hands with the captain on the deck, and

he said, casting his eye around the horizon :

" I was afraid for a time we were going to

have a storm, which is very nasty on this coast,

but, thank goodness, it hasn't come on, and

here you are safe and sound on board again."

" You call that a smooth passage, then ? " I

asked, with some hesitation.

" Oh, yes," he answered ;
" smooth for Jaffa."

Now that we were all aboard once more, and
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the steamer full to repletion of oranges, she

turned her prow toward England
;
gave us a

glimpse of the snow mountains of Crete, cool

on top but hot all around the edges ; dropped

into Malta to coal up ; slipped passed Gibraltar

in the night again, and so safely around to

Liverpool, where we auctioned off our oranges

for the Christmas market.

THE END.
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